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Illegal gardening 
Associate professor arrested-· _ _  _
for growing marijuana at home 
By BRIAN HUCHEL 
City editor 
An Eastern faculty member 
could be facing several years in 
pri son if he is found guilty of 
growing marij uana plants that 
police found at his home earlier in 
the summer. 
Associate English professor 
Theodore K .  Quinri, 53, was  
arre sted Tue sday and charged 
with the manufacture of cannabis 
and the unlawful production of 
cannabis sativa, or marijuana after 
Eastern Central I l l inois  Task 
Force officers found eight  
marijuana plants on his property 
July 31. 
officers using a search warrant. 
Righter could not comment on the 
evidence the officers used to show 
probable cause  in getting the 
warrant. 
D e spite the manufacturing 
charge, Righter said there was no 
evidence Quinn was processing 
the plants. 
· ior ec on omic s  major, writes down his opin ion s about the S tuden t S en ate's proposed studen t fee Kim Harris, a sophomore politic al sc ienc e major an d sen ate sec retary, an d Dean n a  S mothers, a 
ry ed uc ation major an d appropriation s and jud ic iary c hair for the sen ate, oversee a feed bac k  eftemoon in the Martin Luther King, Jr. Un iversity Un ion. 
Manufacturing of cannabis is a 
Class  3 felony punishable by 
anywhere from probation to 2 to 5 
years in prison. Unlawful prod­
uction of c annabi s ,  a Class  4 
felony, is punishable by probation 
or 1 to 3 years in prison. 
Quinn, who has no prior drug 
convictions, remains on the staff 
as an associate professor and is 
scheduled to appe ar in court 
Monday to set  a date for a 
preliminary hearing. 
•Manufacturing of can­
nabis is a Class 3 felony 
punishable by anywhere· 
from probation to 2 to 5 
years in prison. Unlawful 
production of cannabis, a 
Class 4 felony, is pun­
ishabl� by probatiQn pr 1 
to 3 years in prison. 
"In most  _cases  of man­
ufacturing of cannabis, there has 
been evidence of stripping or 
,drying the plants," he said. "There tor position created .to fulfill 
tutional Advancement .. duties Quinn refused to comment on 
the charges. 
is no evidency of drying in this 
case." 
According to Vice President of 
Academic Affairs Terry Weidner, 
there are no current university 
regulations dealing with - the 
penalties for employees from 
growing marijuana. 
of the vacant vice 
for Institutional 
nt position, s aid  
nt David Jorns. 
executive director of 
will be responsible 
'g, '.•J1r.��rt1g··�iiiid 
1 tile· uiiiversiif"s 
g program, which 
e largest portion of 
vice president, Jorns 
oversee the·. fund-rais ing pro-,, :spending though;'Jorns added. 
gram," said Jill Nilsen,  special-' Tlie new director position will 
assistant to the president. take on most of the duties of the 
The search for the new director vice presidential position that was 
i s  set  to begin next_ week by vacated by Former Vice President 
accepting applications for a search for Institutional Adva1.1cement 
committee, said Lou Hencken, · Steven Falk, who resigned in June 
vice president for Student Affairs after problems arose between 
and committee chairman. J oms_ and the Foundation, 
Jorns said the new director Eastern's multi-million dollar 
p<?Sition will lijcely carry a salary _ fund-raising arm. -Qfahoud1o,OOO. · · · · Falk, whQ was -the Foundation 
.. .,.;Y'We.�iii b'e . gojng thi:ougll a �x�cµtjve offi�er, had a salary of 
national 'benchmark �tu dy ··to just  tinder $�80,000 before he 
determine an appropriate salary resigned. 
base," Jorns said. "But I anticipate Bobbie Hilke, Foundation 
something·around $70,000. executive officer, said she isn't 
"We will not spend any. more 
money than we have been · See DIRECTOR page 2A 
Dale Righter, who handle_s drug 
cases for the Task. Force, said the 
plants were found growing in a 
g arden s etting w ith several 
vegetables and othet: garden-style 
plants. 
�ccording to Righter, the 
plant's height ranged from one 
and one-half to two feet, which 
shows the plants ha d been 
growing for .quite some time. 
No analysis has been made to 
discover the age of the eight 
plants or whether there had been 
previous marijuana plants grown 
there. 
The plants were discovered by 
Jeanne Simpson, assistant vice 
president of Academic Affairs, 
said it would be impossible to 
determine what penalties, if any, 
Quinn could be facing until his 
trial is over. . ' 
Shelly Flock, coordinator of 
public information, said it was 
unknown wha t office would 
handle Quinn's punishment if he 
were found guilty. 
James Quivey, chairman of the 
English department, refused to 
comment on the situation 
surrounding Quinn. 
midt files discrimination 18wSuit against Jorns, BOG 
K 
was not warranted, former 
thletic Director Joan Schmidt -
discrimination lawsuit against _ 
esident David Jorns and the 
vernors. · 
is represented by attorney Holly 
Urbana. Clemons filed the case 
week in U.S. District Court in 
case was filed after receiving 
from the Equal Employment 
Commission to file the suit. 
served as Eastem' s  associate 
ctor from 1977 until summer 
t time, she was demoted from 
'strative post and given faculty 
physical education department 
Joan Sc hmidt 
. as an assistant prof-
essor. 
Schmidt, 53, has 
worked at Eastern since 
1970 and was named to 
Eastern's Athletics Hall 
of Fame in 1993. 
Schmidt has also ser­
ved as coach of wo­
men's volleyball, cross 
country and track and 
field. 
"This is not j ust a knee-jerk reaction. 
We ' ve spent almost 14 months on the 
case," Schmidt said of her lawsuit. "We've 
done a thorough j ob researching info­
rmation and getting documentation." 
Clemons said Schmidt i s  seeking an 
unspecified amount of monetary 
compensation and also wants to see Eastern 
promote gender equity in women's . lawsuit since he was ultimately responsible 
athletics. for her demotion. The BOG was named 
Because the case against Joms and the . because it is legal entity overseeing Eastern 
BOG was filed· so recently, Clemons said and the other four universities in _its 
she and her client haven't  discussed how governing body. 
much money they wil l  seek a s  Schmidt said she was called into Jorns' 
compensation. office in summer of 1994 and only told by 
"Basically we feel Eastern has a history Jorns "that it was time" for her to return to 
of di scriminating against  women in  faculty rank. S chmidt sa id  she ' s  never 
administrative positions," Clemons said. received any other explanation for her 
· "Joan was treated differently than the male demotion. 
administrators in the (athletic) department. Schmidt's lawsuit alleges four counts of 
Her demotion deprived her of her civil , discrimination regarding her demotion 
rights." · from associate athletic director. The suit 
Shelly Flock, Eastern' s  coordinator of alleges that Schmidt ' s  First Amendm'ent 
public information, said Jack Bleicher, an and other civil rights were violated; that 
attorney and acting chancellor for the she was reassigned to faculty rank based on 
BOG; would probably argue the- case for age and also sex discrimination; and that 
the defense. S ee LAWSUIT page 2A S chmidt said Jorns i s  named in the 
- . -� 
, -·� 
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Thomas and Taylor elevators 
to be installed by Christmas 
By LISA KOENIG 
Staff writer 
Eastern student Jennie Nimtz 
is excited about the construction 
in Taylor Hall. 
Nimtz,  a sophomore health 
studies maj or who rel ies  on a 
wheelchair to get around, said 
she is pleased elevators in Taylor 
and Thomas halls will be avail­
able for use by Christmas. 
The recent  pas s ing of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act 
in 1 9 90 is forcing Eastern to 
install elevators in both residence 
halls, making them accessible to 
the disabled, said B ill Grunloh, 
v i c e-pre s ident  of Grunloh 
C o n s truction,  the c o mpany 
installing of the elevators. 
All public buildings ,  except 
tho s e  under the grandfather 
clause, must be made completely 
wheelchair accessible. 
The grandfather clause states 
DIRECTOR 
that any building that has histori­
cal value, can be made accessible 
by other means or has �lterna­
tives nearby is excluded from the 
law, said Martha Jacques, coordi­
nator for the Americans with 
Disabilities here at  Eastern. 
"If the university has students 
in wheelchairs and they have 
c h o s e n  to live i n  Taylor  or 
Thomas, then the elevators will 
be necessary," said Ted Weidner, 
director of the physical plant. 
The elevator will cost the uni­
versity approximately $300,000 
each, Weidner said. The money 
c ame fro m  1 994 seri e s  bonds 
which were set aside for projects 
such as the elevators. . 
"I think it ' s  great that I will 
have access to another place on 
camp u s ," she said .  " I ' ve had 
friends in  the past who have lived 
in Taylor that I couldn't go visit." 
However, Jeff Phelps, a senior 
h i s tory maj or who l ives  i n  
Taylor, is not a s  excited a s  Nimtz 
about the construction. 
Phelps said he thinks that stu­
dents should have been warned 
about the up-coming construc­
tion when it came time to fill out 
housing surveys.  
" S ome students  might not 
have chosen to live on a quiet 
floor," he said. "The housing 
office was aware of the contract 
to i n s tall  the e l evators in  
January." 
The noise during the first ten 
days of school was loud with 
power drills and j ack hammers 
running 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.,  he said. 
"Even if you cranked your 
stereo it wouldn't  make a differ­
ence because you couldn't hear it 
outside the door anyway," Phelps 
added. 
The noise has now died down 
quite a bit though. 
"It's sporadic instead of all the 
time," he said. 
frompageJA..., .................................... .. 
sure what role the new director will play regarding 
the Foundation. 
Falk' s  former duties  other than fund raising 
included overseeing commencement, the print 
center, publications and alumni affairs. · "It' s uncertain what role the director will play, 
but I ' m  sure we' ll all be working for one common 
goal, which is raising money (for the university)," 
Hilke said. 
Jorns said there are no current plans to initiate a 
search for a new vice president for Institutional 
Advancement. 
The commencement and publications oversight 
h a s  been d e s ignated to Planning and Publ ic  
Affairs  while  the print  center  d u t i e s  g o  to 
Business Affairs and alumni affairs are. designated 
to be handled by the Office of Student Affairs , 
Jorns said. 
"It 's  entirely probable we will have a new vice 
president sometime in the future," Jorns said. 
Nominations for search committee members 
will be accepted this month and director applica­
t i o n s  are expected  to be s c re e n e d  thro u g h  
November, Hencken said. 
The new vice president will most likely carry a 
uew title since the duties of Falk's  position have 
geen distributed elsewhere, Jorns .said, adding that 
he has no speculation on the vice president's  pos­
sible title or duties .  
The search committee. for the new director is  
expected to hold on-campus interviews sometime 
in January, Hencken said. 
LAWSUIT_frompagelA ____ _ 
she was replaced by less quali­
fied men to assume her former 
posts . 
John Craft replaced Schmidt 
on an acting basis and Jerome 
Rodgers, who is in his mid-20s, 
assumed Schmidt's  role regard­
ing NCAA c omplianc e .  After 
Schmidt's demotion, the athletic 
department went about a year 
without a woman administrator 
in Lantz Building. 
Regarding the count of First 
Amendment violations, Clemons 
contends that Schmidt was out­
spoken and vocal about trying to 
bring Eastern athletics into com­
p l i ance with gender equity, 
which she c la ims  c a u s e d  
Schmidt's demotion. 
BOG spokeswoman Michelle 
Brazell said the board eventually 
will be dropped from the lawsuit 
s ince  it wi l l  be d i s solved i n  
January. 
At that point ,  B razell  sa id  
Schmidt and her attorney would 
h ave the option of naming 
Eastern's new local trustee board 
as a replacement defendent. 
Flock said Eastern officials 
had little to say regarding the 
lawsuit. 
"We are aware of the lawsuit," 
Flock said. "However, because 
thi s  is pending l i t igat ion ,  it  
would be inappropriate to discuss 
detai ls  of the case until some 
type of agreement is reached." 
Attempts to reach J oms for 
comment were unsuccessfu l  
Thursday. 
If an ou-of-court settlement 
i sn ' t  re ached,  Clemons said  
Schmidt i sn ' t  afraid to let  the 
court system decide the case . 
"I think Joan just wants a good 
result," Clemons said. "She just 
wants some type of compensa­
tion for the difficulties she's gone 
through and to see a positive 
impact made on women's  athlet­
ics." 
Even if she wins her lawsuit, 
Schmidt said she has no interest 
in regaining her associate athletic 
director position. 
"I am affecting the lives of stu­
dents in the classroom," Schmidt 
said. "Now, I try to put my time 
into planning classes. I 've com­
mitted my whole career to help 
young people." 
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e spring and wanted 
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Poshard introduced 
who portrayed 
'ng the debates last 
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'ncoln impersonator 
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day. The duo will 
ned rendition of the 
te between Lincoln 
ln1858. 
'.recogniizes the six 
e e n  Lincoln and 
e debates, each of 
held in one of the six 
districts at the time, 
a variety of national 
luding slavery and 
ignty. 
ereignty gave states 
choose whether to 
and whether to stay 
said portraying 
be a stretch for him, 
is self-proclaimed fan 
By BRIAN HUCHEL 
City editor 
This weekend's Lincoln­
Douglas Days should be suc­
cessful as far as the weather is 
concerned, said local weather 
observer Dalias Price. 
"It looks as though we'll have 
a mild, early-fall weekend," 
Price said. "This kind of weath­
er is probably about the most 
pleasant we'll have all summer." 
Price said the average day­
time high for this time of year is 
81 degrees, while the low is 56 
degrees. 
This year's festival will fea­
ture two re-enacted 1 8 5 8 
Abraham Lincoln and Sen. 
Stephen Douglas debates. 
Saturday's speech will be a 
shortened rendition of the origi­
nal Charleston debate given by 
Lincoln impersonator Joe 
Woodard and U.S. Rep. Glenn 
Poshard, D-Marion, as Douglas. 
Sunday's debate will feature 
condensed speeches from all six 
historical Lincoln-Douglas 
debates. 
Lincoln impersonator B.F. 
to try to use the dialogue of the 
1850s when giving his speech. 
n a Lincoln fan my 
" Poshard said. "It 
ve read almost every-
" The clothing of the period is 
'ed Lincoln from the enough," he said. ''The clothes are 
smap cbilq ,An�cl i_ ,,hot ;md)!e�"}'· " :: T .. _ � lie:..Was and-what he- - _AS aformer high 'SChool teacher, �added. - Poshard said he wanted to inform 
growing excitement 
tes, Poshard admit­
of his hectic schedule, 
much time to study 
script. "Luckily, 
memorization," he 
t's just a matter of 
needs to be said." 
d he was not going 
and educate the audience about a 
important piece of Illinois history 
as well as entertain them. 
"You learn a lot by going over 
the thoughts of the time period," 
said Poshard, who taught Illinois 
and U.S. history at Thomasboro 
and Galatia high schools before 
entering politics. "It is an opportu-
McClerren, a retired Eastern 
professor, and Russel Brazzel, a 
professor at Miliken University 
in Decatur, will present the 
Sunday re-enactment. 
In addition, presentations on 
Lincoln's history will be given, 
along with craft, art and antique 
exhibits. 
Although the forecast appears 
clear, Price said a small chance 
of rain could always show up. 
"A lot will depend on what 
happens to the weather (today)," 
Price added. 
Because of the numerous 
attractions at this year's festival, 
the Charleston Police 
Department will be closing sev­
eral streets to traffic around the 
Square. These include Sixth and 
Seventh streets between Jackson 
and Monroe avenues, Jackson 
and Monroe avenues between 
Sixth and Seventh streets and 
the 1400 block of Seventh 
Street. 
The streets will be closed 
from 3 a.m. Saturday until 7 
p.m. Sunday. All vehicles 
parked on these streets will be 
towed at the owner's expense. 
nity to understand the controversy 
of the time, which was slavery." 
This is the second year for the 
debates, which received national 
recogQitipn l!ls� Syptember after_ 
they were broadcast live on C­
Span. The debates, which are 
sqheduled for Saturday and 
Sunday, attracted almost 4,000 
people last year. 
The original debates were a sig­
nificant event to Illinoisans and 
attracted between 12,000 and 
15,000 people in 1 858 to what is 
now the Coles County 
Fairgrounds. 
bration focuses on culture 
o Heritage Celebration, sponsored by 
rican Student Organization, begins 
is designed to help expose students to 
erent from their own. 
bration will be held from Sept. 16-30 
'n Saturday with Latino comedian at 10 
Rathskeller in the Martin Luther King 
Union. 
lebration will expose a lot of Latin 
ulture which is a great culture," said 
, academic adviser for Latino students 
tor for the festival. 
· d the need to be more aware of the 
is becoming more prevalent. 
are the fastest growing population in the 
s," Gomes said. "Many students here 
areas without Latinos. W hen they will 
be dealing in business and education in the future 
they will need to know about that." 
This year will be the third year for the festival. 
The two weeks of festivities will be filled with a 
variety of events ranging from lectures on the Latin 
American world view to a cultural fair and a fiesta 
at the end of the celebration, Gomes said. 
Dr. Ollie Ray, health studies professor, will be 
teaching the Tango dance during the fiesta. 
"It's a Latin dance people all over the world love. 
It's popular because of its sly, sexy, salsa move­
ment. 
"We will have 20 students help direct and then be 
able to walk around and help," Ray said. "Anyone 
who comes and tries with an open mind will be able 
to do it. There's is no such thing as having two left 
feet. If you can walk, you can dance." 
The cultural fair will take place Tuesday and 
include free food, music, movies and crafts from 
eight different countries. 
professor to perform Sunday at Dvorak 
fessor of music and 
music department. 
ill be performing an 
'tal at 3 p.m. in the 
oncert Hall in the 
Arts Center for stu­
ulty and community 
members. 
The recital will only last about 
an hour so he and audience mem­
bers can be home in time to see the 
second half of the football games, 
Taylor said with a laugh. 
Taylor will perform works by 
Bach, Buxtehude, Bossi, Franck, 
Henry, Messiaen and Vieme. 
One piece is of particular inter­
est, Taylor said. 
Taylor said he is particularly 
excited to share Bach's Toccata in 
F Major. It is not nearly as famous 
as the Phantom Of The Opera, 
however, Taylor said it is_ "a bit 
more challenging for a performer 
to play." 
Thursday's edition of The Daily Eastern News identified Eastern student Jason Anderson as a 
the ROTC. Anderson served active d�ty in the military, but is not a member of the ROTC. 
' '\ ' -, 
Live 
"Dr. Wu" 
Music from 
Rolling Stones, 
Van Morrison, Doors, Blues Brothers 
----------------------------,----------------------------
FRIDA: : . SATURD 
$1 Domestic : 
$1 Well Dtlnb� . : 
f}dH,r11r? Tu f1t::k! f1zZQ/ 
Perfect Pizza. Perfect Titne. Perfect Price. 
348�8282 
Simply Blimpie for Fresh Sliced Subs 
Delivery Available: Open to Close. No Coupons or Preferred Customer Cards Valid on Delivery Orde'rs Unless Specified on Coupon. Minimum Order of $5.00 for Delivery. 
-$ {/' 
Call 345- 7827 
New Hours 10:30 am -10:00 pm DAILY 
. ... SUBS _,pl'� COLDS ........... .... . •• fl' .. 111.J.oog SALADS ; 
Blimpie Best .1 . .. . . .  "':"; .. 2.99 5,ljl .. · Seaf&xi Sal.'11,1., .......  , • .  , • " . , . 3.59 
Roast Beef., . . • .  , . ,,  • .  "',2-99 1 5:19 • 'f;btll;orTonii Saliil1- •. •. , . , • • . . •  !,3.09 
Tuna (Dolphin Saf¢,) , ,. • .. >2.89 5.(}9 , i · Tossed Green . .. . " ............ 2.09 
Club (Ham, 'turkey,&. Swissh 2.79 � �4.99 'tw:k:ey '" ..................... 3.09 
Turkey .... , ; ...... , .....• 2,79 4.99 .- Antipasto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.29 
Ham & Swiss . • . •• .  , .. ": . '. 2.49 . 4.69 Mesquite Grilled Chicken . . . . . . . . .  3.29 
Ham, Salami & l'rQvolQDe; ·. 2.49 4.69 
Cheese Trio . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.49 4.69 
HOTS • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •.. • fl' Ft. Long 
Roast Beef American . . . . . .  3.29 5.49 
Italian Style Meatball . . . . . .  2.69 4.89 
TunaMelt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.\9 5'.39 
Pastrami . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • .  2.9.f! "S.19 
Mesquite Grilled ChicJ<�n . ; 2.5� t if 4.79 
VALUE MENU 
6" BLT ..... , . ,, . •.• • • .  :'t79 3,69 
�::[;':::::::>;:'· :[:::)� :$,'�\ . 
Veggie Pocket y . •• '. . � ... :1: · . JJl9 "°'�'" 
.,.., -�·, 
SPECIALS 
Mini-meal (3", Soda, Chips & Cookie) . .. 2.69 
Combo (6" Bigger Bite, Soda& Chips) .. . 5.19 
LITES <Vada"" c.io,..., • . • • • •  Pita Salad 
Seafood & Crab . . . . . . . . . . 3.29 3.59 
Roast Beef ...... , • • . •  ·: .':'i,99 3.29 
Turkey ..... . . . . . ..... . . . 2.19 3.09 
lliwl&Swiss.'.7'.° . .. . . .  -<{ 2.149t 2.79 
Club., . . . .. . . . . -� .  ,• . . •  2.7!! "· 3.09 . 1,, ,.. ' " 
r- - �- ;..; &• " ::;. EXTRAS . . · •' / f , "So��/C� • • .  � ·.;. · • . •  :� . · v· "' t.69 ,C:hips (• • , • \ •••Y' • ; • < ' • • • <• • .,.,. • • >J'· .7 5 
S'Qdas ,. : .,., . _ ..• , .•.• _ . . . . . . . 79 .89 .99 
Piti)de:j. ;_ . .  :• . . . . . . .  slice .2 5 whole .79 
,, . . Cookie or Brownie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .49 
Cinnamon Roll . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 79 
CATERING 
3 Ft. Subs . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .  39.9 5 
6 Ft. Subs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  69.9 5 
� 
Party Trays ............. Call For Price. 
Customize your Blimpie s with Tomatoes, 
Onions, Oregano, Oil, Vinegar. Mayo, 
Mustard, or 3 Types of Peppers. 
America's Best Dressed Sandwich 
430 w. Uncoln, Owrleston, n.. 
I I"' •t!J" EM i§ "'�'4kt1 
Opinion page 
Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board. 
Columns are the opinion of the author. 
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Students shou ld 
fol low Cl i nton 
in  fight for funds 
President Clinton fired this week the first in 
what will hopefully be many salvos in the battle 
to increase education funding. 
"Will your country do what it ought to do now, 
which is what it did for me when I was your 
a g e ? "  Clinton asked a crowd of 1 0 , 0 0 0  at 
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. 
"Will your country meet the challenges of the 
2 1 st century, or will we cut off our nose to spite 
our face?" 
Republicans have taken aim at the college loan 
program - promising to cut $36 billion over the 
next four years. Students should line up behind 
Panther's provides a publ ic ser 
The city has outdone itself again. should somethii:ig be 
For the last two weeks, pro- degrading to women 
testers have been marching up and themselves are the 
down Lincoln Avenue opposing Sex is a staple It's not like these 
topless dancing, the new entertain- oif the '90s and being chained to the ment at Panther's Lounge. forced to dance in front 
The protesters, both students and people are just of pre-pubescent tee 
community members, claim topless going to have to and odoriferous tow 
dancing plagues our city's untaint- DAVE HOSICK the choice they ma 
ed image and is degrading to Regular columnist accept that. money. 
women. Besides, any idiot 
This situation seems familiar. how to work a TV or 
It was only last January when ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ... .... .... ..., .... .... ...,� zine can see an equal 
the city finally shut down Panther's Lounge after owner Mike more of the woman's physique. Sex is a staple of 
Bickers was convicted of serving alcohol while his liquor people are just going to have to accept that. 
license was suspended_- ironically enough while Bickers was City Commissioner. Greg Stewar:t, one of the 
featuring topless dancing at his establishment. protest, said the protest was designed to "get 
Bickers' license was revoked permanently, thus leaving out of their shells and break the chain of apathy." 
him with no means to run a business. Stewart is a· speaker for women's rights? A Ii 
What does the city expect Bickers to do? His only ability is a year ago Stewart said he was not responsible if a 
in running a bar/strip club. Does the City Council expect herself in a position to be sexually assaulted. 
Bickers to buy an ice cream truck or start mowing lawns? At an April 1994 City Council meeting about 
Give the guy a break. age, Stewart told women concerned about the 
The protesting situation is troubling in itself. parties, "You and only you decide to put yourself 
The city should be commended for finally corning out and Although Stewart said his remarks were · 
speaking up on something it believes is wrong. But let's try to several students complained that Stewart was not 
get our priorities straight. to the plight of women. 
Those same students and community members who were Maybe the protesters 'who rallied behind S 
protesting are probably the same ones screaming for the city check the intentions of their leader. I sense a do 
to offer bar alternatives. Although topless dancing is not the While I am glad to see community mem 
most viable bar alternative option, it does eliminate the opinions about something they feel strongly 
chance of students leaving a bar drunk and killing someone. more pressing issues that should receive more 
The city should accept that it's less-likely a topless dancing It obvious that Bickers' topless juice bar will 
show will turn someone into a sex-crazed maniac than it is a but the community needs to recognize the situati 
bar will cause harm to someone. lot worse than a few horny men tucking money in 
Also, topless dancing is not meant to appeal to everybody Bar alternative or not, Panther's is eliminating 
and should be realized for its narrow appeal. Thus, the city illegal and dangerous activity, and should be all 
should tackle issues that are more pressing upon society - like tain its audience. 
underage drinking, DUI offenses and community crime. 
The major claim that protesters have against Bickers' new 
entrepreneurship is that it is degrading to women. But why 
-:-- Dave Ho sick is n ews edi to r  and a regular 
The Daily Ea stern News. 
the president and defend ���)' :_-' tt:;:.;S')!�'eJn tµat · coul�;.; i;f.: 
J'-TCl given the chance, contm-
ue to benefit students for 
generations. 
Clinton's speech Monday was at Southern for 
• a reason; the school has some of the state's poor­
est students. More than 80 percent of the students 
received about $ 1 1 5  million in. financial aid. Of 
that, $4 1 million worth were direct federal loans 
- the main target of the current legislation. 
These are the types of benefits on the line in 
the current Congressional debate . Legislators 
who wish to eliminate college loans are destroy­
ing the long-term benefits of an education. 
Our deficit is immense, but balancing the bud­
get should not be done by sacrificing the futures 
of potential college graduates.  
As tuition costs increase and loan opportuni­
ties decrease, lower-income students won ' t  be 
able to attend college. Higher education should 
not be available only to those who can afford it 
immediately. 
If that were the case, only a small handful of 
students would be able to go. 
This should not be a partisan issue. Legislators 
on both sides of the aisle have benefited from 
financial aid such as the Stafford Loan program 
and other federal subsidies. 
The current fight on Capitol Hill simply boils 
down to finding other areas to cut the budget. 
Education is too important. 
Students should rally around Clinton's attempt 
to increase education funding. The better educat­
ed our country - and the more people who 
receive that education - the better we are. 
' ' today's q uote 
When the president does it, that 
· means it's not i l legal. 
- Richard Nixon 
Fake ID judge just 
doing his job handing 
out new punishments 
Dear editor: 
This letter is in response to the edi­
torial written Sept. 7 ("Judge's fake ID 
punishment more hype than justice "). 
This article states that Judge Dale Cini 
has taken advantage of his position as 
a judge to gain support for an upcom­
ing election. This, the editorial board 
proposes, is because he has convicted 
several people on charges of having a 
fake ID. These students have had to 
write letters to the editor as part of 
their punishment. The letters are meant 
to inform others of how serious a 
crime it is to falsify identification. 
Perhaps the editorial board is forget­
ting that Cini is doing his job, one 
which he is being paid to do, and is 
doing well. Or perhaps the fact that 
these people have broken the law slips 
,,.. from the board ' s  memory ? Maybe 
those who have been convicted need to 
be asked if they will use a form of fake 
identification again: 
your turn 
• If not, the punishment worked. 
• If so, maybe Cini should assign 
more severe punishments. 
If these are the views of the editorial 
board of this paper it is no longer a 
mystery to me why this paper is put 
together the way it is. It seems that 
there is more interest in stirring up 
issues that are not issues than there is · 
in reporting the news. 
Bryan Reaka 
Feature on pol itical 
footbal l  player breaks 
campus stereotypes 
Dear editor: 
I found something worth reading in 
the Sept. 7 edition of The D ail y Eas tern New s: Sam McKee's coherent, 
balanced "UpClose" features on two 
Eastern students who served summer 
internships with members of Congress 
on opposite sides of the aisle. 
Although each student can be admired 
for his initiative, humili 
connection s ,  I was 
impressed by Brian M 
addition to being a ho 
is both articulate and an 
ball player. Thanks to 
me see beyond more 
type that exists on our 
our community. 
Letter policy 
state, national or inte 
Letters should be I 
words. For the letter to 
n ame of the author, 
address and telephone 
included. If necessary, 
edited according to le 
the discretion of the 
tor or editor in chief. 
Anonymous letters 
ed. 
If a letter has mo 
authors, only the n 
three will be printed. 
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looking to recru it committee members Man kicks 
nts can get information from 1 3  different board reps Carman 
Board is sponsoring 
nt night Tuesday to 
'al members for var-
'ttees and to show 
at the committees 
will be from 7 to 10 
d Ballroom of the -
King Jr. University 
e several different 
coordinators that the committee 
can serve under, " said Keith 
Lipke, UB chairman. " These 
coordinators will each have their 
own tables at the event to display 
their purposes and answer any 
questions." -
Lipke said 1 3  committees will 
be setting up tables for recruit­
ment. 
Students who volunteer- on 
committees help program events 
and are able to attend the events 
for free, Lipke said. 
Lipke said he is happy that the 
recruitment night will be held this 
year after not being held in the 
last few years. 
"We haven't held (the recruit­
ment night) in a long time," Lipke 
said. "In the past it hasn't worked 
too well just due to the way the 
event was advertised. There were 
very few attendees at the last fair. 
"In fact, there were some 
instances of less than 100 people 
showing up, and committee mem­
bership just  d windled a way, 
Lipke added. "Fortunately, this 
looks to be our most successful 
night yet." 
Refreshments will be served 
and the event is free to the public 
and students. 
Students who have expressed 
interest will have letters sent to 
them sometime in the next few 
days. Anyone wanting more 
information on the event can con­
tact Lipke at 5 8 1 -5 1 1 7 or Dave 
Melby, director of student affairs, 
at 5 8 1 -3827. 
ers ity and comedy meet Satu rday 
edian offers best of both worlds for audiences 
Board and the Latin American 
anization are sponsoring come­
e B arcena in connection with 
tage Celebration. 
will be performing at 1 0  p.m. 
the Rathskeller in the basement 
in Luther King Jr. University 
Keith  Lipke, UB chairman,  s a i d  he 
watched Willie perform on a videotape he 
viewed recently, "and he was very funny. " 
"His humor, personality and ability to 
work well with the audience is something 
we always look for, " Lipke said. 
"We continually try to look for comedi­
ans with a different personality, background 
and procedure in how they will perform," he 
said. "It gives us a chance to appeal to a 
variety of students from diverse back-
grounds. " 
Barcena's agency said his Mexican her­
itage is reflected in his performances, and 
that is a big part of his act. 
The agency said he has performed at hun­
dreds of colleges and on various shows 
including Evening At The Improv, HBO and 
VH l stand up spotlight. 
Tickets are $ 1  for students with Eastern 
IDs and $3 for the general public. 
assistant 
By THERESA GAVLIN 
Staff writer 
A Findlay man was arrested 
Tuesday night after he  
allegedly kicked a Carman 
Hall night assistant  in the 
face. 
Gregory W. Mitchell, 19 ,  of 
Findlay, was arrested at 1 : 30 
a.m. by Campus Police for 
charges of aggravated battery 
and illegal consumption of  
alcohol, according to  a police 
report. 
According to the report, 
night assistant Matthew R. 
Gauger, 1 8 , of 65 1 Carman 
Hall, was allegedly kicked in 
the face by Mitchell. 
Mitchell and an unidenti­
fied male friend, who was 
wearing shorts and a n a v y  
blue t - shirt  and hat,  ran 
through the Carman Hall  
lobby. The report  said 
Mitchell  allegedly kicked 
Gauger, ..and both suspects ran 
When We 
Say 
We Ad 
Match 
Competitors 
Ads 
E DO mll , ... 
Coke, Pepsi, RC 
We Will . .  Not Be 
U.ndersold! 
. alker�s 
Prices Effective 
Friday, September 1 5  thru 
Thursday, September 21 , 1 995 
CREAMY OR CRU NCHY 
Guaranteed Best Pricel 
Cash Station now 
available at 
Eastside and 
Westside Locations 
ALL VARIETIES 
, . . . 
NABISCO MBURG ER, or 
UNA H ELPER 
6.5-9.25 OZ. PKGS. 
J IFF PEANUT 
BUTTER 
PAPPALO'S 
PIZZA 
PREMIUM 
SALTIN ES 
97! $1 6!oz. Jar 
NABISCO CHEF BOY-AR-DEE 
� Fo COOKIES SPAGHETTI ,  or . r1· �7�:�·-- - - �  BEEFARONI 
20 0Z. ��CH PKG. {;Jl1s oZ. CAN 
ERA LIQUID . BAR "S" 
NDRY DETERGENT CHEESE SINGLES 
$3�!oz. 
JUG 
s121 
1 2  OZ. PKG . 
S/$�?NCH 
PRINGLE'S 
POTATO CHIPS 
. g�oz. CAN 
ASST. VARIETIES 
CARL BU DDIG 
CHIPPED M EATS 
�g�z. , l�f��-
FRITO LAY'S, OR 
WAVY LAYS 
POTATO CHIPS 
$1 67 14 0Z. 
BAG 
REG., OR JUMBO 
CORN KING 
FRAN KS 
67�B. PKG.  
24 Hours • Money Orders-39¢ • Food Stamps Accepted • Postage Stamps •Lotto • Coupons Accepted • Xerox Service • All Stores Now Accept ATM Debit Cards 
U PER FOODS WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER (EASTSIDE SUPER MARKET) 1 460 E. STREET - CHARLESTON 960 1 8TH ST. - CHARLESTON 
6A Friday, September 15 , 1995 
.......................................................................................................................................... • •  . · �-......,$�-..... - -. �-�� .... .... .......... ............ .... ..... ,_,, .......... """". � ...... .,,,..,, ..... ....  
Signs, park benches 
· add beauty to square 
By SHERYL SUE SIDWELL 
Staff writer 
Charleston officials are contin­
uing to improve the appearance of 
the square by installing historic 
signs, bike racks and new park 
benches in hopes of attracting 
more business to area shops. 
Bob Pearson, president of Tax 
Increment Financing Board, said 
the major goal of the project is to 
enhance the downtown area and 
make it a pleasant place to attract 
people to the Square and the busi­
nesses. 
As a primary stage of the pro­
ject, the board placed new street 
signs in a nine-block area around 
Charleston' s  Square during the 
summer. The black signs have the 
city seal placed at the top with the 
words "Historic Charleston" run­
ning along the top. 
"(Besides the signs), we've had 
a lot of people refurbishing their 
buildings," Pearson said. "We've 
ordered new park benches for the 
square." 
The bike racks and park bench­
es that are on order, ha_ye not yet 
been installed, Pearson added.  
When in stalled,  some of the 
benches and bike racks will  be 
replacements, whereas others will 
be added to the area. 
"The total cost for the project 
was about $2,000," Pearson said. 
The project began just over a 
year ago when the TIF board was 
formed. Since that time, several 
retail businesses have received 
money from the board to improve 
the outside of their buildings.  
The board receives its funds 
: from a portion of the sales tax 
dollars that are returned to the 
city each year. The money the 
board receives is used for projects 
in the TIF district, such as the his­
toric signs and building improve­
ments. 
By adding the benches and 
s igns ,  Pearson said the bo ard 
wants to make the downtown area 
neater, cleaner and more attn;tc­
tive to people. 
"(This will provide) a place for 
people to chain up their bikes and 
the benches will give people the 
option to walk around the square 
and sit down," Pearson said. 
Venue to be changed 
for OK bombing trial 
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) -
The j udge in the Oklahoma 
bombing case rejected' a request 
that he step aside Thursday but 
ordered the trial rrwv<: d• •W a . 
smaller town 90 miles away to 
ens ure the j ury a place for 
"detached and d i s p a s s i onate 
deliberation. " 
"Jury selection from a pool in 
the Oklahoma City area would be 
chancy, " U . S .  D i s trict Judge 
Wayne Alley said. 
Both the defense and the pros­
ecution had wanted Alley to 
remove himself  i n  favor of a 
j udge who was farther from the 
April 19 blast, which ripped apart 
the federal building and damaged 
Alley ' s  chambers in the court­
house across the street. 
"The allegations of bias and 
the appearance of lack of impar­
tiality presented bY. the defen­
dants are lacking,"  Alley said. 
"Preparing for and trying this 
case will be a difficult task in the 
coming month s ,  and I c annot 
merely ask another j u dge to 
shoulder the burden when the law 
does not require that ." 
Alley conceded, however, that 
the trial should not be held in the 
Oklahoma City courthouse. He 
ruled that former Gis Timothy 
Mc Veigh and Terry Nichols will 
go on trial May 17 in Lawton, an 
When your 
money's 
running out, 
and the rent 
is coming due . . .  
Sell your stuff 
in The News' 
Classifieds! 
THEY WILL 
WORK FOR 
YOU!! 
Army town near the Texas state 
line. 
"The United State courthouse 
in Oklahoma City is too close to 
the1bombing targe4" he said. 
"Lawton,  he said , . " i s  c lose" 
enough to be convenient for local 
witnesses and for affected per­
sons who want to be spectators. It 
is far enough to provide a trial 
setting appropriate for detached 
and dispassionate deliberation. "  
Lawton, which i s  home t o  the 
Army's  Fort Sill, has a popula­
tion of about 8 5 , 0 0 0 .  About 
20,000 soldiers are stationed at 
Fort Sill. 
"I have tried cases in Lawton 
and from those experiences have 
formed a high reg ard for the 
quality of j urors in that area, " 
Alley s a i d .  "They have been 
sol id  and good people who 
undertook their juror responsibil­
ities in the spirit of public duty 
soberly performed. " 
McVeigh ' s  lawyer, Stephen 
Jones,  said he was "deeply dis­
turbed" by the judge 's decision 
to remain on the case and hold 
the trial in Oklahoma. He said he 
may appeal. 
Nichol s '  l awy er, Michael  
Tigar, s a i d  he  would appeal 
Alley's decision to remain on the 
case  and hold the tri al i n  
Oklahoma. 
ARE Y 0 U READY FO R SO N E 1?,f-=--=---=:...=.=...::.==o: 
- O U R  8 FOOT BI G-SCREEN T 
SAN ANTO N I O  S U N DAYS 
DOORS OPEN AT 1 1  :30AM - BAR OPENS AT N 
BLOODY MARYS $2"' - DOMESTIC DRAFTS $1"' - SANDWICHES - BURGERS -
• • •  
BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
M I NORITY I NTERNSH I P  P ROG RAM 
[ ] Gain Admin istrative/Management 
experience and 1 2  hou rs of 
academic credit 
[ ] Open to al l  majors 
[ ] J u n ior  or  senior with min imum 
2.75 C U M .  G PA 
[ ]  M ust be enrol led fu l l -t ime at 
t ime of appl ication 
[ ] Opportunity to work with t 
government/business 
[ ] Good oral and writtel1'"· 
communication ski l ls  
[ ] G raduate student with mi 
3.25 C U M .  G PA in  thei 
g raduate coursework 
[ ]  Paid I nternsh ips are avail 
Spring & Summer se 
1 996 
APPLICATION DEADLI N E  DATE : OCTOBER 1 1  
.Application Forin.s available from: 
Johnetta Jones 
Director, Minority Affairs 
SALE 52990 SELEer srocK 
JUNIOR 512· SUM m; 550· RELAXED FIT OR �ES 551' RELAX m:. 
SALE s39 SELECT srocK 
THREE FrrS - SLIM, CLASSIC OR RELAXED. 
- w -
20°10 OFF ENTIRE STOCK 
EMBROIDERED AND SCREEN PRINI' TOPS FROM GUESS" ,  B.U.M; AND 
EsPRrr . 
20°10 OFF ENnRE STOCK 
CREw, COLLAR AND HENLEY STYLE KNIT TOPS rN SOLIDS, STRIPES AND 
OTHER PATTERNS. 
SALE 516 REGULAR s24 
PICK UP nus POPULAR TOP KI A TERRIFIC PRICE. VARIETY OF COWRS 
AND STYLES. 
SALE 539 
LEVl's' PREMIUM JEAN IS NOW ON SALE! SEVERAL DIFFERENT STYLES 
AND COWRS. 
, 
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ers head to Wisconsi n for l n ntowner I nvite 
comprised of four teams: Eastern, 
the University of Wisconsin, the 
University of Wisconsin at Green 
Bay and Marquette University. The 
Panthers will face Wisconsin on 
Friday and Wisconsin-Green Bay 
and Marquette on Saturday. 
After the dual stinging to Butler, 
head coach Betty Ralston's squad's 
record stands at 4-5 .  And although 
the Panthers will likely be under­
dogs at the tournament, Ralston 
believes that Eastern can go in and 
make a good showing. 
"It would definitely be a major 
upset if we were to go in and beat a 
team like Wisconsin," Ralston said. 
"But we want to go in and make 
them earn their points .  And we 
don't want to help them out at all 
's home opener by making silly errors. We need to 
stay in the game and make it a close 
match." 
Ralston said 
W i s c o n s i n  
should be the 
strongest team 
at the tourney. 
The B adgers 
returned five 
starters for 
1 995 and 
boast a junior 
setter that Ral-
Van essa Wells 
ston believes is the best setter in the 
Big Ten Conference. 
"Wisconsin really has a top of 
the line program," Ralston said. 
''They've been to the NCAA tour­
nament three of the last four years 
and they have five or six Fab 50 
recruits. So they've really upgraded 
this year." 
Ralston also said her team ' s  
other opponents in the invitational 
will provide solid competition as 
well. 
"Wisconsin-Green Bay didn' t  
lose many starters - they have four 
back," Ralston said. ''They beat us 
early last year and we probably saw 
them at their peak because they fin­
ished eighth in their conference. 
And Marquette only lost  two 
starters as well. But we get to scout 
them after we play Wisconsin so it 
will be good for us to get a look at 
them." 
Regardless of Eastem's perfor­
mance this weekend, the Panthers 
will be rejoined on the court by 
junior outside hitter Vanessa Wells 
sooner than originally thought. 
Wells was cleared by a physician 
Thursday night and will be able to 
play immediately. Ralston, howev­
er, did not know how much playing 
time Wells will receive at the Inn­
towner. 
FOOTBALL 
"She has been cleared," Ralston 
said. "And that's good news, but I 
don't know how much playing time 
she'll see this weekend. I definitely 
want to make sure she's OK. She 
will probably play, but she's been 
out for a while and hasn' t  played 
much with this group we have in 
now." 
Now that Wells' injury status is 
no longer questionable, Ralston 
said her corps is nearly 100 percent 
healthy for one of the first times 
this season. 
"We're pretty good injury-wise," 
Ralston said.  "Sherry (Austin) 
pulled a muscle today (Thursday) 
and missed a little bit of practice, 
but she should be OK to play." 
After the Inntowner, the Pan­
thers ' next match will be against 
the Bradley Braves on Wednesday 
in Peoria. 
from page BA .._,_,_,_,_,__ 
thers will also have to solidify a 
suffered s o m e  breakdo w n s  at 
uskies halted Eastern ' s  streak of 
out a goal by scoring 20 minutes 
With two wins this weekend, the Lady Panthers 
could improve to 4-3 ,  and sport a record above 
.500 for the first time in team history. 
Missouri 10-0. 
"There ' s  no gauge on how 
good we are ," McCleary said . 
"We haven't  been tested yet and 
Eastern has played really good 
so far this season. 
"I just hope that we can have a 
good game field position-wise. 
That ' s  going to be a real key. 
Hopefully we can slow the pace 
down." e some mistakes ,"  B allard said . 
fulness showing." 
After thi s  weekend ' s  conte s t s ,  they host  a 
Wednesday game against the University of Evans­
ville before hitting the road for a tough Sept. 24 
contest at Marquette University. 
ner." 
Josh Coumaya 
· g the team tum 
· weekend. And 
Eastem's oppo-
teams,  he be­
g at home could 
teams to beat. But since we' re at 
home I think we have a great 
chance of coming out of the tour­
ney on top," Coumaya said. 
In addition to s couting out  
their opponents, Fabiano plans on 
having the players watch Wed­
nesday ' s  game tape so that the 
team knows what has to be done 
in order to win this weekend. 
345-7849 
1412 4TH ST. 
CHARLESTON 
DAIQUIRI'S $2.25 
BAR MIXERS $2.25 
Grinders, your 
off-campus study place, 
now open dally! 
e Weekend Is Always 
ial When You Celebrate 
Eating Pizza From: 
gy• s PIZ'ZA, 
a PUB 
ER OF 4TH AND LINCOLN 
45-2844 
- - - - - - - T - - - � - - - - - - - ,  
e Single 1 Small Single 1 
ient Pizza I Ingredient Pizza . l 
· I I . of Coke 1 - & Qt. of Coke 1 
25. i ·$�$tS : I _;JI I . 9/22/95 1 Exp . 9/22/95 I 
- - - - - - - - - - T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 ge Two I Small Two 1 dient Pizza I Ingredient Pizza 1 
t. of Coke I & Qt. of Coke : 
2$ : $6-S!S : ����---1 - - -������-- J  
I I : O O� m  tQ Close 
"The guys are going to watch 
the game tape so that they will be 
able to see the types of mistakes 
they are making and realize what 
they actually have to do in order 
to play better," Fabiano said. 
As for the tourney ' s  outlook, 
freshman sweeper Scott Ness is 
looking forward to playing this 
weekend -and believes that hard 
work could result in winning the 
classic . 
"We just want to go out there 
and play to win," Ness said. "And 
if the team works hard, we should 
come away w i th a couple  of  
wins ." 
And with most of the players' 
parents expected .to attend the _ 
Classic, Fabiano believes that this 
ecia l  
2 0 "  P i z z a  
with one free topping OR 
for only $9.99 
Fast Free Delit/i 
Carry-out in Ju!,12'"?_ 
will give the guys something to 
play for. 
"I think that the players will 
come out ready to play because 
of the fact that they ' ll want to 
perform well in front of their par­
ents . So this Classic could end up 
being a turning point  for u s ," 
Fabiano -satih , , ;:- , - 1 �, .. � ,  h �1 :  .. b10 
• , 0 • 1 +  I -, 
D i n n e r  S pe c i a l  
La rg e  1 Ite m P izza 
4 D ri n ks a n a  yo u r  
c h o i c e  of Fa m i ly 5 a l a a  
o r  6 rea a st icks  O N LY 
$9 .99 
348-5454 
*Tax not included in  price . Open for Lunch Fr iday, Satu rday, and S u nday at 1 1  : 00 
�=-1 
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Footbal l  team tries for seventh straight tomorr 
I 
(1-0) 
Kieko:ft- Saturday 
• 7 p.m. at O'Brien Field 
Radio 
• WACF FM, 98,5 - Paris 
Last meeting 
• First meeting 
Inside the numbers 
• Panther offense has accu,. 
mulated .400 yards of off apse 
in five of six games during 
streak. 
Pl,ayersto watch 
• ,Panther lineb�cker Tim 
Car'V'er needs 14 tackles to 
••• become all-tim.e Gateway 
taek1e loo.de:t i» 
�t enq � � �  
· .. two TD catches this s&liori.. 
By PAUL DEMPSEY 
and DAN FIELDS 
Staff editors 
The Eastern football team puts its six-game 
winning streak on the line at 7 p.m. tomorrow 
night at O'Brien Field against a team that won 97-
7 last week. 
But the contest against Tennessee-Martin of the 
Ohio Valley Conference may not be a close game, 
if comments from Pacer head coach Don Mc­
Cleary are not just a clever smokescreen. 
"I don't  think we can stop them (Panther off­
ense) . I just  hope we can slow them down, "  
McCleary said.  "We (coaches) were very im­
pressed with the offense and the ball control they 
showed. 
"Willie High is obviously a great player, and 
the quarterback (Pete Mauch) is very good." 
McCleary is  either a very straight forward 
coach or he is not very good at trying to psyche 
out bis opponent. Of course, the Pacers' victory a 
week ago came at the hands of NAIA member 
Bethel Academy. But 97 points? 
"We better take them seriously," Panther head 
coach Bob Spoo said. "I' m  very concerned." 
Obviously, the deception is there for Spoo and 
the coaches to find out what true ability the Sky-
Bal lard 's sq uad hop i ng  
to ecl i pse .500 mark 
By JOSH HARBECK 
Staff writer 
The Lady Panther soccer team will 
look to get back on track this week­
end; as well as improve on its 0-3 road 
record. 
E astern trave l s  to H arri s - S towe 
College on  Saturday and hosts South­
ern Illinois University-Edwardsville 
on Sunday. 
· 
Last weekend, the Panthers beat 
H arris-Stowe 7-0 at Lakeside Field, 
but head coach Steve Ballard knows 
that thi s  weekend ' s  g ame w i l l  be 
tougher, due to the fact that it is  on the 
road. "It ' s  the away games I ' m  con­
cerned about," B allard said. "We need 
to have the same intensity on the road 
as we have at home." 
S unday ' s  game a g a i n s t  S IU­
Edward s v i l l e  i s  a l s o  important  to 
Ballard, who believes that SIU will be 
one of the tougher teams Eastern will 
face. "We need to (beat) some of the 
more difficult teams on the schedule," 
Ballard said. 
We dne sday ' s  l o s s  at  Northern 
Illinois dropped the Lady Panthers ' 
o verall  record tb 2 - 3 ,  lj u t  B al l ard 
could see some positives in the loss .  
De spite a 4-0 defici t  in the  second 
half, Eastern didn ' t  coast the rest of 
the game. 
" We s h o w e d  a l o t  of s p i r i t  and 
togetherness out there to have done 
what we did (Wednesday) , "  B allard 
said. "That was very important to me." 
Ballard also believes that his team 
is g aining in confi denc e .  "They ' re 
starting to see that, 'Hey, we can com­
pete with these people, "' Ballard said. 
"They ' ve just got to believe in them­
selves ."  
De spite the setb ack at Northern , 
B allard will stay with the same system 
of play. 
"We really had plenty of opportuni­
ties to score," Ballard said. "We prob­
ably had more than they did, but their 
keepers made five one on one saves 
· on us." 
See WOMEN page 7 A 
hawks possess. 
"I have some concerns bas.ed on last year ' s  
films," Spoo said about Skyhawk game film from 
last season. "They' ve been improving steadily 
year after year. They seem to be highly motivat­
ed." 
Probable Eastern 
Spoo discussed his concerns about the Sky­
hawks' defense - especially after they gave up 
just seven points in their frrst game. 
Quarterback 
Tailback 
Fullback 
Split end 
Flanker 
Left tackle 
Offense 
"Their defense is aggressive and quick," Spoo 
said. "I ' d  say right now, they ' re the quickest 
defense we' ve faced." Left Guard Lemont 
Center Chris But Tennessee-Martin does lack some size on 
the defensive line. Left end Chris Wiley is just 6- �g�t gu�d ��s Wt foot- 1 ,  220 pounds .  Teamm,at� J;ashc,me Br?w,n, . g t tac e h �i who play& cight enq, .i§,evep s.qi!l\ler at, 51fRPf- l l ,  pght e119
. 
·
De"
C ar e  
195 pounds. , 
· · · · , , ,  . .  , 1 "'>\ .,\1" ·1· ' �  1�h l' ' 1 1 1 �'l i.< • 1:ense' 
But McCleary has some concerns of his own Left end 
when looking at the Panther defense. Left tackle 
"The defense has done very well," McCleary Right tackle 
said of the Panthers giving up only 3 1  points this Right end 
season. "Thirteen (vs. Austin Peay) and 1 8  (vs. Weakside 'back 
Southeast Missouri) points is a good job against Middle 'back Tim C 
teams we've seen a lot of. We' ve got a real tough Strongside 'back Matt S 
task ahead of us." Left comer George 
· Last season, Tennessee-Martin lost 27-2 1 to Right comer Chris B 
Austin Peay and was shut out by S outheast  Strong safety 
Wham! 
S ee FOOTBALL page 7 A Free safety 
Eastern tennis player Joe Kantor returns a shot during the tennis team 's pr; 
the Weller Courts. The men 's squad competes this weekend at Western Illinois Ui 
Men's socce-r team hosts E IU Classic th is week 
Eastern I l l inois Southwest Missouri State By BRIAN LESTER Staff writer come from within this 
Record 1 -4 
Last season 1 2-3- 1 
Record · 4'-0 · 
Last season 1 2-5- 1 
• After dropping four of its first five 
games, the men's soccer team is look­
ing for a change of pace. And with the 
team h9sting the EIU Classic this 
weekend, this may be a good time to 
do just that. 
On Sunday, Easte 
undefeated Southwest 
team that could thre 
chances of winning 
Fabiano and his t� 
Bears ' game against 
Saturday to get an idea Sat. vs. Bradley 2 p.m. 
Sun. vs. SW Missouri 2 p.m. 
Bradley University 
• 
Record 2- 1 - 1  
Last season 3- 14-2 
Sat. vs. Eastern 2 p.m. 
Sun. vs. Valparaiso noon 
Sat. 
Sun. 
vs. Valparaiso 
vs. Eastern 
Valparaiso 
Record 0-4 
noon 
2 p.m. 
Last season 2- 1 3- 1  
Sat. vs. SW Missouri noon 
Sun. vs. Bradley noon 
The Panthers enter the Classic with 
a 1 -4 record. They are joined by the 
Bears of Southwest Missouri State (4-
0), the Bradley Braves (2- 1 - 1 )  and the 
Crusaders of Valparaiso (0-4). 
On Saturday, the Panthers will take 
on the Braves at 2 p .m.  Bradley is  
coming off of a losing season, but is  
currently off to a decent start. Head 
coach Troy Fabiano has done a scout­
ing report on B radley, a team that 
Eastern easily defeated' last year 3- 1 ,  
but i s  aware of the fact that the Pan­
thers are not the same team this sea­
son, and that winning will have to 
style of play. 
Fabiano would also 
weekend as an oppo 
reversing the 1 -4 start 
into conference play 
st Western Illinois. 
"It's going to be a b' 
us because if we can · 
w e ' ll  be 3 - 4 ,  but if 
games ,  the team will 
game hole going in 
play," Fabiano said. 
we' ll be able to get on 
build up some momen 
ing on Western Illinois S ee CLASSIC 
homemade 
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Supplemen~ to 
The Daily Eastern News 
Section B • 8 pages 
ke-filled bars and screamingly 
ance Saturday night to blow thei 
Spread and Cherry Vallance 
Described by drummer 
groovy back beat. Aberle 
live music are a trademark of the· college experience, and students will have the 
rdrums out to the sounds of two local bands. · 
the world." 
"We've got a real! 
think that the kids 
The band re 
been played 
KXLU. Bu 
erform at 9:30 p.m. at Roe's Tavern~ 41 O Sixth St. The cost is $3. 
Aberle, Cherry Vallance is bouncy-fresh punkadelic music with a 
the band's mission is to "pimp and shake our booties in front of 
od following of 21 and under (students)," Aberle said. "I 
er 21 appreciate the music more." 
tly produced its own CD, which Aberle said has 
the· Los Angeles -post-modern radio station 
erle said Eastern students don't seem 
usiastic about live music 
ton. 
think they are kind of apa-
tic," Aberle said. "i think 
at people are so pro-
ammed to listen to a 
ng on a stereo (in a bar) 
they don't realize what 
music is. 
"The Eastern kids need 
et out and see the 
s. I don't think they 
e how much fun they 
ve at a live show." 
uenced by such acts 
Ramones and the 
Spencer Blues 
·on_, Aberle said 
Vallance differs 
ad stylistically. 
itely is a different 
usic,'' he said. 
re are so many 
nds in .town you 
nd up playing 
etime." 
eventua 
. tog~ther 
After' c -
over the 
member b 
play its firs 
with a ne 
singer Mark 
the band 
since they beg 
ging ·members 
mer, the five-
Spread will 
ow at Roe's 
··neup, and 
herty says 
evolved 
last year. 
"They (th~' 
band) have 
niche," Doherty s 
play anything. Lately, it ha 
Doherty said he is influenc 
Addiction, but Spread doesn't attem 
Spread, he said, draws on a variety of styles, f 
"I'm a big Jane's Addiction fan. I like the way the 
Jam for the same kind of reasons," Doherty said. "I'd hate t 
st of the 
real good 
"They can just 
ally been working." 
by Pearl Jam and Jane's 
o sound like a specific band. 
punk to funk to blues and rock. 
t together their songs. I really enjoy Pearl 
y we're trying to be like that." See CHERRY page 2 
·- .. ' . "' .... 
~· 
wanf1nesfuaentsfhere. Editor's note: "What's the 
411?" is a weekly feature in 
the Verge reviewing the past 
week's top stories and 
humorous events. 
• President Clinton v1s1ted 
Southern Illinois University-
Carbondale, Monday to push 
for the continuance of the 
Financial Aid programs the 
Republican congress is trying 
to take away in their "Contract 
• Wednesday, the Student 
Senate once again approved a 
tuition hike for the third time 
in four years. They're probably 
Damn "Contract 
with America." Can't 
even get a haircut! 
with America." What 
Americans are they making working on their "Contract 
this "contract" with? Oh yeah_, with Eastern." 
I know, AmeriKKKans! · · It's the weekend so Mike 
• Two participants from Bickers can expect another 
MTV's "Real World · 10 ·weekend of ferocious picketing 
London" came to campus from the Charleston residents, 
Monday- for what? , screaming "We need a moral 
• President Jorns decided to city." I guess they haven't been 
invite everybody else to the to the My Place Lounge. 
time capsule ceremony except • A documentary about The 
the students (he wrote Grateful Dead and their travel-
Charleston residents a person- ing band of gypsies will be 
al invitation in the T_imes- released soon. What a great 
·Courier). thing to see for deadheads in 
I guess he knew he wouldn't memory of their beloved Jerry 
be remembered for doing any- Garci<;l. 
thing at the school over the • Earlier this week, Sen. 
next 100 years, so he didn't Robert Packwood, R-Oregon, 
resfgnea after -the Senate ethics 
committee unanimously decid-
ed to expel him for allegations 
of sexual and official miscon-
duct. Packwood can now turn 
to U.S. Rep. Mel Reynolds for 
a little bipartisan support. 
~-. The l_-g-94-::95--wafblers 
are here! 
• Well,Michael Jordan and 
his group of renegade hoopers 
lost their battle to decertify the 
player's union. That's two loss-
es this year for the champion 
of champions, lets do it this 
upcoming basketball season 
Mike! . 
• Yes sir! A salon will finally 
open up in . the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union that 
will have black hair care prod-
ucts. I hope they have some 
professional stylists that cut 
and perm black folks' hair so I 
can get a decent cut ,and all 
the black women can stay on 
campus for the weekend . 
instead of running to the city 
to get their hair done. 
Damn "Contract with 
America." Can't even get a 
haircut! 
Good 
Times. 
Great 
Food. 
•50 Giant Gourm 
•Chicken 
•Fresh Oyst 
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$8.95 for a Large 16" 
One Topping Pizza 
Good 7 Days a Weck on Cany-CM & Delivery 
through Oct 8, 1995 at: 
• Charleston· 90918th Sire.et 
Friday 
• The University Theater musical "Nunsense," 
is playing at the Fine Arts Building at 8 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday and at 2 p.m. Sunday. 
Tickets are on sale at the Theater Ticket Office 
Saturday 
• Special Olympics Family Festival will be 
held at Lake Land College from 7 :30 a.m. 
to 2:30 p.m. 
in the Martin Luther King, Ji:· University Union • Eastern' s football .team .• w.iU t.aJ<~ .. P-tl 
from 1 to 5 p.Ql. to~a~:_ 1u:kets co~t $~ ~0~>·. T-ennessee-Martin at 7 ·p.m. at O'Brien 
adults, $8 for Eastern faculty, staff and semor . . . . $ · - -
citizens and $4.50 for students with Eastern IDs. S~admm. Adm1ss1on is .50 for students 
· with an Eastern ID. 
•10e --mack Student Umon !Sno amg a dance 
from 10 p.m to 1:45 a.m. in the University 
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. A $3 entrance fee will be 
charged at the door for students with an Eastern 
JD. 
• Springfield Shaky is performing at Roe's 
Tavern, 410 6th St. 
Sunday 
• A faculty music recital, featuring Herman 
Taylor on the organ, will be held at 3 p.m. 
in the Dvorak Concert Hall. Admission is 
free. 
CHERRVfrompageone---------
In addition to balancing band practice 
between school assignments, Spread also has a 
geographic obstacle - their drummer, Jeremy 
Kaufman, is currently student teaching in Peoria, 
Ill. 
"It's tough," Doherty said. "All of us are really 
concerned with getting school work done. 
Granted everyone would love to be a rock star, 
but really there are 100 million bands that want 
to do the same thing." 
For now, D<;>herty said Spread is content with 
trying to get shows in other cities besides 
Charleston and eventually make a demo tape. 
"You never know who's going to show up at a 
bar," he said. "Our goal is to see if we can actu-
ally do something with this." 
Even if the members of Spread don't become 
rock stars, Doherty said the band is a way for 
him to express himself musically. 
"It's just so much fun," he said. "When you 
get on stage with everything clicking - that's 
what makes it beautiful." 
348-7515 
Please present coupon when paying. 
l ' ... ~ .. 5<s.of~do~_~h p~~~d.s~.icks ~ith t 
L- - - ~·- - - - _ .... _ - - - --
After eleven years of providing 
dents with quality chiropractic 
are welcoming students back to 
To welcome you back we are offe 
services on your first visit absolut 
with this ad! This includes consu 
examination, treatment & X-rays if 
CALL NOW to schedule your ap 
,. _ .. 
E~~e~t'Y's 
a== ce £J cru ?S:vw 
Lunch Special: 
- Italian Beef 
w/mozzarella $3il 
$32fl Pitchers 
Let Lenny Rule ~ Xf p ... ~
S <f11 rt rw rr<dl<!PV 
i1.m Bottles On Ice Kravitz album his smoothest yet Weatherspoon classic rock. As on his previous 
works, Kravitz does most of the 
vitz proclaims that writing, producing and arranging 
ll is dead" on the on the album and comes up with 
fn?m his new - aA s'mdath-ffowing collection of 
songs that may make it his most 
roe~ and funks at'' ''complete piece yet. 
, sfufilar to his first The album doesn't feature as 
"Let Love Rule", much R&B soul as usual or is 
," "Are You Gonna drastically different in style. 
,")and rips on rock's The first four songs are acid 
of Johnny B. Bad rock-based tunes, featuring 
o "can't even sing echoed voice effects that Kravitz 
ent .. . so they uses on different songs. The next 
ead." songs take on a slower, more 
·tz, however, rock classic rock flavor. Except for 
·tely alive - and "Thin Ice" - probably the funkiest 
past, Kravitz was song on the l.P, which should be 
for his brief mar- played as a bad muthar*ka walks 
sby princess Lisa down the street wearing a full-
more for his abil- length leather jacket in a 70s 
te"'ihe sounds fhat biack exp Toi ta ·on film that f ea-
(Hendrix, Prince, tures Richard Roundtree (That's 
and Curtis Mayfield) the actor who played Shaft, for 
", his fourth album 
Kravitz comes into 
his signature blend 
, R&B soul-funk and 
those not up on 70s Black 
movies). "You're always running 
with every game/ First you're 
pushin' coke attd ·then: you're 
hoin' dames," Lenny sings. 
The album concludes with two 
songs that will have you singing 
them aH day. "Don't Go And Put 
A Bullet In Your Head" and "The 
Resurrection" are songs the lis-
tener will probably remember 
after hearing the album one time. 
"Don't Go And Put A "Bullet In 
Your Head" is a finger poppin', 
head bobbin' song that leaves 
you feeling happy after Kravitz 
tells you to "just turn your life 
around instead." 
Joey's Deli-hH ·Big, ..... -.,. ..,1c. 
....,_the - ...... lclln on lhe bloc ... All 
NnctwtcttM are HFWHI on r tang toar ot ttra:ad. 
baked hers-. 
T......., 6 c,,_.. • Hesti iettuce tomato and Hef1"' 
1nca11• 1,1oyo. MOae witn fat tree oonete1& WrKey 
breast. served art our fte&M baked french bteaa 
...... 12.99 
Open 7 Days a Weekll 
Best LI/' Grill on campus 
w. clellv« 11 •.m. - 2 p.m. klr luncr. 
and 4 p.m. - Midnight 
Silt. 6 Sun. We dellvw ALL DAY 
Oyr-o • A combo of Jamb & beef wrved or. a 
ha1'd ~uretched pita bread. topped w ith home 
made cucumber sauce. tomatoes at1d onion • 
The-• gyr.,. In c-ral llli- ............... $3.29 
Grtlr.d Chtcleen,. A 11ghtty m&1t13ted WhOlO 
cn1Cf(en oreast tnot tnUnktwJ ana !Of'meCJ) orrnea 
oo ctu1r •OrQll gnll toPP9CI witn ma yo. toma.10 and 
lettuce - served on our fresti bMed buns ·~···· $2.49 
"The Resurrection" ends an 
album that is more spiritual than 
h K lb b Hamac., ..... samedeaHFres~tettuce . 10ma10. , Better-t"""'•BeltarBUfll"re • OUrslelhe any Ot er ravitz a Um, Y teal mayc>(HeHmanS) • f-b<ead DakeOtlere Bastl-Qur IMHI! ISalf beef · no filler and <:OOl<ed 
reminding US that "He's coming eachoa~anohrmsl91ld•eanl'lam ......... ta.'9 :!,=~~,~~~:,:8:,!~~'."'=~~1. 
back again . . . to reclaim all His :,:,:"~.:,; ~:":: ::,::-,,0:.~·i:;.;•11 ;:~".:~ ,::,~:~:;:,e1<1e, .,.,;.,,. •. mayo a.no 
souls and set us free." "'"""';"" .................................................... 12.H ~~.::.':'!;::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::i~ 
Overall, the album shows ::,::~~!..c::::'~ ~;:.':~":.6:'..!."!,,.,., =-~=~·;~;g;:·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :!:: 
Kravitz's matutitv as a musici !Hellm•n•) .... ........ ·· ....................... aa.19 •n-•-,.•--Doil•---
as well as establishing him as one =~=::..Ch:::::,~~:~::;~,::·:· :::"~::,••-· A11c-w111o~ 
of the forces in today's forever !aiea1 r.>01111 ............................................... 12.19 Chic- Dot· mustard. kelc:hup. pickle onion. 
changing music scene. :=;: c:~:: =~ .:;.~" ~:~dto:::' ::9,,Z.~~~: .................... -.... .11... / 
Kravitz' s longtime supporters a~iy 8.8~ laVC&· .. Th,,~~·' . "'.' ~·'."'.1 .. ~:'n ooo.-00g. 1u11 h1<e cn.cago. bur two 
will probably find this album to n- -•- ""'' '"'" .,,..., DMt. cco...,. "'ou• aoga on one oun. cruy1 .................................. .a.w 
11a11.,, - ..,,.,,...,nv .. ._ ""1h hol pe_. on 
not be as good jamrrµn' wise but mealde·----·~ .. ,. ...... , .• - ....... ~~ CIWeM9'1t•M"'*Qr .. tOOQ&l><Jn 
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tracks are often 
with some compila-
elding a few solid 
rest destined for 
" is a fully load-
t brings together 
ie bands without 
for a sampling. 
acts that aren't 
for MlV, ~Half­
of pre-conceived 
tickles the brain. 
d electric, songs 
teeth-gritting punk 
pop. But even 
s have their own 
crasies that set 
rt from anything 
radio. 
of styles and sonic 
e employed, from 
work to scream-
that would make 
tive on rock. 
Interspersed among the songs 
are brief snippets of the movie 
that sound like a sound check 
for your brother's garage band. 
The splices are not dialogue-
driven and lend little clue as to 
the content of the movie, but a 
rock and roll theme is conveyed. 
An independent release co-
directed by Michael Galinsky, 
member of the New York band 
Sleepyhead, and filmmaker Suki 
Hawley, Half-Cocked is currently 
being shown at film festivals and 
clubs throughout the country 
and is waiting for a distribution 
deal. 
The film revolves around a 
group of broke teenagers who 
steal a van of musical equipment 
and hit the road. The black-and-
white movie uses members of 
real bands and tries to capture 
the frustration of being on the 
road without money. 
Hopefully the film is_ not 
another lame attempt at captur-
ing troubleless young people 
whining about their lives com-
bined with a heavy dose of flan-
nel. 
But the soundtrack breathes 
new life to a music world full of 
· --··._ 
below average musical accompa-
niments. 
The Olympia, Wash., band 
Unwound delivers "Dragnalus," 
an accessible piece with a 
thumping ba5s and intense gui-
tar thqt creates an addictive 
droning. With lyrics revolving 
around the struggle against bore-
dom, Unwound explores the 
phenomenon of anyone who 
has woke up with nothing to do. 
With two-word phrases fitting 
neatly into a shifting verses, the 
lyrics are emphasized amidst a 
mesmerizing rhythm. Unwound 
slaps sense into a bored world, 
raises your blood pressure and 
sucks the yawn from your face. 
Slant 6 produces a four-chord 
metaphorical tune expressing 
the frustration of anybody who 
has ran out of time - and gotten 
a parking ticket. "Time Expired" 
is catchy, happy and a reminder · 
of '80s punk repackaged into a 
friendlier format. While not strik-
ingly original, the attempt is 
honest and gives a legitimate 
excuse to turn up the volume. 
Other impressive tracks-
include Polvo's "Can I Ride?" 
and Versus's updated pop gem 
"Be-9." 
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KITCHEN IS OPEN! 
GRILL HOURS 11 :OOam- 8:00pm 
Come in for Lunch and 
stay for Dinner 
Weekend Specials 
Friday- 60oz. Bud Lite 
Miller Lite '"~ Killian Pitchers $3, 00 I;/ 
1Saturday- Made from f 
.. scratch "Bloody Mar_y' s i. 
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Sometimes I wonder 
why Eastern students talk 
a lot of sh*t just to hear 
themselves speak. 
Last Saturday , the 
Charity Music Festival 
{Charleston ' s 
Keith O. Lollapalooza) was held at 
Weatherspoon the Springhaven camp-
Regular columnist grounds. Nine bands per-
---------- formed throughout the 
day and five DJs spun various forms of house 
music {techno, acid and deep}. 
What left me perplexed was the turnout for the 
bands . Where was everyone? I thought 
Charleston needed a bar . alternative. A campus 
alternative. Anything alternative. 
Well, there it was and there it went without 
much support from $tUdents. No support from all 
those loud~mouth, un9erage, non-juice bar going, 
campus kidS screaming "There's nothing to do." 
The festival was only $5 plus two canned 
goods for the whole day, and it was l3YOB {bring 
your own booze - for those uneducated in out-
door outing alcohol etiquette). What more could 
you restless students ask for? Lollapalooza? 
This is Charleston and we have to make the 
best of what's offered to us. This was a brave 
attempt at starting what could be Charleston tra-
dition - a tradition that Mayor Dan Cougill can't 
wipe out by raising the bar-entry age. 
OK, I'll give the campus the benefit of the 
doubt. Maybe the event wasn't publicized enough. 
Fliers didn't go up until a few days before the 
event. An event of this magnitude should have 
been publicized weeks or even months ago. 
But before we go and excuse the campus for 
doing it's best Patrick Swayze {Ghost move) 
impression, let's go back to last Friday's Verge. 
The front-page feature story covered the festival. 
If students read The Daily Eastern News like 
they should, I would expect many students would 
know about the function. 
Regardless of what may have caused students 
to stay at home, the outcome was still the same, 
a lackadaisical show of support. 
The bands were begging for exposure to the 
campus since the bar-entry age fiasco has left the 
Charleston music scene in shambles. 
"More people should pay attention to these 
type of events," said Rachel Garretj, a senior 
health education major, who camped out the 
night before at Springhaven with about 25 
friends. "If more people come out and support 
these {events) then we could have more of these." 
Even though not many people came out to the 
daytime festivities, the overall outcome was on an 
up note. 
"We actually had about 1,600 people come 
through the gates, " said Reginald Colvin, co-orga-
nizer of the festival. "The night time dance party 
brought a better turnout than the day's events." 
I'm sure the festival outcome was a pleasant 
surprise for the organizers of the event, but I 
know as well as everyone else there that day -
Charleston could produce a big-time music festi-
val if everyone would stop talking sh*t and start 
doing sh*t! 
New documentary offers 
portrait of Grateful fans 
LOS ANGELES {AP) - To 
appreciate Grateful Dead music 
you have to listen to a song. To 
understand the band's nomadic 
fans you have to see a movie. 
tributors say they were pressured 
to hasten the documentary's 
debut to capitalize on his death, 
but chose not to. The Sept. 22 
release, in fact, was set morytlJs 
passing of an era." At any given 
time, thousands of fans are on 
the road with the band, follow-
ing the Dead from venue to 
venue, state to state. Behar 
spent much of the group's 1994 
summer tour tagging along with 
the devotees, interviewing and 
filming the activity in parking lots 
rather than in the concert are-
nas. 
The new documentary "Tie-
Died: Rock 'n Roll's Most 
Deadicated Fans" offers an 
unusual portrait of an unusual 
phenomenon: the eccentric tribe 
that followed the band across the 
country, show-in and show-out. 
ago. ·-· 
Several of the film's 
Deadheads actually were born 
and grew up on the concert tour. 
Others have spent years living 
out of tents, hopscotching the 
nation in Volkswagen vans, mak-
ing ends meet by peddling T-
shirts and wares. 
The movie's sudden signifi-
cance springs not only from 
Garcia's death but also from 
how that death marked the end 
of the Grateful Dead way of life. 
It's like watching bison roam the 
plains: You simply can't do it 
anymore. 
(The Dead prohibited the use 
of any songs and forced the film-
makers to change the movie's 
original title, claiming a copy-
right on the word "Deadheads.") 
The modern-day hunter-gather-
ers Behar profiles support them-
selves selling keepsakes and food 
- or by cashing in a nest egg. 
Transportation from concert to 
concert is haphazard, and many 
fans arrive at shows without tick-
ets or the money to buy one. 
"In an instant, the film went 
from a document of something 
going on in the present to a doc-
ument of something happening 
in the past," said the film's direc-
tor, Andrew Behar. 
Due out next Friday, the film 
was finished long before lead 
guitarist-vocalist Jerry Garcia's 
Aug. 9 death. The movie's dis-
"{Garcia's death) really 
changes the perspective of the 
film - but I wish the Dead were 
touring. It's so sad - the whole 
Book banning may make 
novels enticing to readers 
CHICAGO (AP) - WARNING! Do not read the 
next paragraph. It comes from a banned book. 
'Tm the most terrific liar you ever saw in your 
life. It's awful. I'm on my way to the store to buy a 
magazine, even, and somebody asks me where I'm 
going, I'm liable to say I'm going to the opera. It's 
terrible." (From a favorite target of censors, J.D. 
Salinger's "Catcher in the Rye.") If you read that 
paragraph, someone else probably did, too. And 
that, some say, is exactly what many teen-agers do 
when adults try to ban books: Books that collected 
dust for years suddenly become library hits among 
teen-agers. 
"I think that's the best sell we could do for a 
book," said Pat Scales, library media specialist at 
Greenville (S.C.) Middle School and a member of 
the American Library Association's Intellectual 
Freedom Committee. 
She commented this week as the ALA prepared 
, for its annual Banned Books Week, Sept. 23-30, 
· when it publicizes censorship attempts. 
In 1994, the ALA said, 760 challenges to 
school, school library and public library materials 
were reported to its Office of Intellectual Freedom. 
Two-thirds occurred in schools. Most challenges 
reflected concerns with gay materials, witchcraft 
and the occult, and sex. Challenged titles ranged 
from Hans Christian Anderson's "The Little 
Mermaid" to Howard Stem's "Private Parts." Patty 
Hart, a junior at St. Scholastica High School in 
Chicago, said a banning attempt "would make stu-
dents want to read the book more ... especially at 
this age because you want to rebel. 
"At this age ... you're trying to gain your own 
independence," the 16-year-old said. 
Classmate Yara Prieto said she probably would 
read a book out of curiosity if adults tried to ban it. 
She's reading "Like Water for Chocolate" in her 
Spanish class now and enjoying it, she said, 
because it was her choice. "If they wanted to ban 
that book, I'd want to read it-more," she said. 
Scales recalled that when a book was challenged 
in a school near hers several years ago, the contro-
versy "gave the book a rebirth." "We couldn't keep 
it in," she recalled. "The public library told me they 
just had a huge waiting list." The book -
Christopher "Brother Sam Is Dead" - wasn't a hit 
beforehand. It dealt with the Revolutionary War. 
Pamela Klipsch, past chairman of the Young 
Adult Library Services Association's Intellectual 
Freedom Committee, said that if a book is generat-
ing controversy at a school, then that's the one 
teen-agers are more likely to check out from their 
local library. 
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Students, Kids,.~ 
After each Panthe 
Football 
MORTAL. 
KOMBAT,M 
Ll~DEN ASHBY IPG-13l 
Fri & Sat 4:45, 7:00, 9:15 •Sat & Sun Mat. 2:15 • 
DANGEROUS MINDS 
MICHELLE PFEIFFER ~ 
'THE 
BAa~Sl't'TERS 
CJufl !!ID 
Fri & Sat 5:00 
Sat & Sun Matinee 2:30 
Sun- Thur 5:00 
.ONG KONG H 
·~ )t. ~ 
Sweet Sour Chicken . .... , .... , 
Chunk of chicken battered, deep fried in sweets 
Sweet Sour Shrimp . . . . . . ...... . 
Shrimp deep fried in sweet sour sauce 
Cashew Chicken . . . . . ......... . 
Diced c/2icken sauteed with crispy cashew nuts 
Chicken with Vegetables ........ . 
Sliced chicken sauteeawith fresh vegetables 
Chicken with Broccoli . . . . . . . . . . . 
Stir fried chicken with broccoli, bamboo shoots 
Beef with Broccoli . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Beef with broccoli stir-fried in brown sauce 
Pepper Steak. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Beef tenderloin sauteed with fresh green peppers 
Mongolian Beef (spicy) . . . . . . . . .. 
Slice£beef with green onion in spicy sauce 
Kong Pao Chicken (spicy) ....... . 
Hot! Chicken, diced bamboo shoots in rich brown 
pepper and peanuts 
Served with Fried Rice and 
348-5941 Delivery! 3 
1505 18th Street, C 
FRIDAY & SATU 
$ 
$ 7522 
-o 
CAPTAIN MORGAN SP 
Middle: 
Wednesday's 
Night at Stu' s is 
own for pulling 
in a big crowd. 
Right: 
er server Tara 
, a 22-year-old 
geology major 
t the bar because 
SPIKE.S: Sf.PT. 21 9:00 PM • $300 DANCE MUSIC 
TIM( T tif.t\ T~f 
Oowntown Mattoon • 258-8228 
THE PR0PHECY ~ 
Fri & Sat. 5:00, 7:15, 9:30 _ 
•Sat & Sun Matinee 2:15 • Sun- Thurs. 5:00 & 7:15 
THEIR CRIME Is CURIOSITY 
HACKERS 
IPG-ul ~s JONNY LEE MILLER 
Fri & Sat. 4:45, 7:00, 9:15 
Sat & Sun Matinee 2:00 • Sun- Thurs: 4:45 & 7:00 
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LITILE CAESAR'S 
NOW DELIVERS 
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Services Offered 
$1 OOO FUNDRAISER fraterni-
ties, sororities & student organi-
zation. You've seen credit card 
fundraisers before, but you've 
never seen the Citibank 
fundraiser that pays $5.00 per 
application. Call Donna at 1-
800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified 
callers receive a FREE camera. 
_________ 11/1 
Save on your-AUTO INSUR-
ANCE. Call BILL HALL 345-
7023 or stop by HALL INSUR-
ANCE, 1010 East Lincoln Ave. 
_________ 9./25 
Help Wanted 
$331.00. Sell 72 college T-
shirts-profit $331.00. Risk free. 
Choose from 27 designs, or 
design own. Free catalog 1-
800-700-4822. 
________ 10/27 
SPRING BREAK! TRAVEL 
FREE with SunSplash Tours. 
Highest commissions, lowest 
prices. Campus Reps wanted! 
Sell Jamaica, Cancun, 
Bahamas, Florida. 1-800-426-
7710. 
_________ 9/29 
Help wanted pizza maker and 
delivery. Apply in person after 
4 pm . Pag l iais Pizza. 
Charleston. 
_ ________ 1218 
Dairy Queen now hi ring for 
lunch hrs and nights. Start at 
$4.75 per hour and up. Apply 
20 State St. 
____ _____ 9/25 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING -
Seasonal and full-time employ-
ment available at National 
Parks, Forests & Wildlife 
Preserves. Benefits + bonuses! 
Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext. 
Help Wanted 
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK 
- Make up to $25-45/hr. teach-
ing basic conversational 
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. 
Korea. No teaching background 
or Asian languages required. 
For information call: 206-632-
1146 ext. J57381 . 
_________ 10/6 
EXTERIORS PAINTERS 
Experienced Student Painters 
needed to paint Charleston 
area homes. Full or Part Time. 
AMERICA'S COLLEGE 
PAINTERS 1 (800)626-6267. 
"painting America's homes 
coast to coast" 
_________ 9/21 
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE 
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS, 
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVAT-
ED INDIVIDUALS. FAST, 
EASY-NO FINANCIAL OBLI-
GATION. (800)862-1982 EXT. 
33. 
_________ 9/28 
Caring individuals needed to 
work with developmentally 
disabled adults in a small 
group home setting stressing 
community integrated living. 
Those majoring in Special 
Ed ., Psychology, TA, 
Education, or related fields 
may wish to take this opportu-
nity to gain experience along 
with their degree. FT, PT and 
weekend nights available. 
Also hiring FT weekday am 
cook and PT weekday am 
housekeeper. Apply in person 
at Tull House, 1911 18th St. , 
Charleston, 345-3552. 
_________ 9/15 
Caring individuals needed to 
work with developmentally 
disabled adults in a small 
group home setting stressing 
community integrated living. 
1016 Those majoring in Special 
A_L_A_S_ K_A_ E_M_P_L_O_Y_M_ E-NT - Ed·• Psycho I ogy. TA, 
N57381. 
Fishing Industry. Earn up to Education, or related fields 
$3,000-$6,000+ per month. may wish to take this opportu-
Room & Board! Transportation! ni!Y to gai~ experience along 
Male/Female. No experience with their ~egree. P. !· 
necessary 206-54s-41 55 ext. , Weekends available. Apply m 
A57381.; - ; - ;_ ~ perso'l ~r-9mega_ 8, 415: 4th! 
1016 St., Charleston: :t4S-1723. 
C-R-U-IS_E_ S_H-IP_S_N_O_W_H_IRING 9/19 
- Earn up to $2,000+/month SPR_ING BREAK:Mazatlan, 
working on cruise Ships or Mex~co. Best ~rices . Best 
Land-Tour companies. World Parties .. Organize ~nd earn 
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the free Spring Break Tnp and/or 
caribbean,etc.). seasonal cash. Call Todd at 800-844-
and full-time employment 2193. 
available. No experience nee- ---------· 9/19 
essary. For more information Part time farm help wanted. 
call 1-206-634-0458 ext. Work around your class sched-
C57381. ule. 349-8788. 
_________ 9/20 
_________ 10/6 
FRIDAY 
Wanted 
G.Q. ATTITUDE SEEKING 
CONFIDENT INDIVIDUALS 
WITH CHARACTER. MUST BE 
$ MOTIVATED AND 
FOCUSED. CALL FOR 
APPOINTMENT (217) 337-
5477. 
________ · 9/19 
Sublessors 
UNIVERSITY COURT APART-
MENT. HALF PRICE. NEED 
SUBLEASE CALL 581-8000. 
_________ 9./18 
Sublessor needed for Spring 
Semester. Excellent location. 
Call 345-4294. 
_________ 9/15 
For Rent 
Now open. Private room. Share 
nice home with four girls near 
EIU. School year 95-96. 348-
8406. 
_________ 1218 
Looking for 1 female student to 
share large house with 6 girls. 
One block from campus - 1 O 
month lease. For more informa-
tion call 345-3875. 
_________ 9/21 
For Sale 
Used CD's! The area's largest 
selection of used CD's, cas-
settes, concert T-shirts, and 
video games. We buy sell, and 
trade. Music Exchange 512 N. 
19th St.., Mattoon. 234-3668 
________ 10/12 
Kenwood Portable CD player, 
car battery adaptor, connector 
tape, AC adapter, CD case with 
12 CD holder. Amy 581-5105. 
_________ 9/18 
Cyclops bicycle trainer great for 
exercise indoors. Call 345-4294. 
_ ________ 9/15 
486SX2-50MHz, 4MB RAM, 
340 Hard Drive, 3 1/2" Drive 
and CD-ROM, Speakers, 
..Soood "Oard. 1,4". Mo.nimr...~ 
' 2505. ' :--· ; " 
_________ 9./15 
Lofts for sale. Made to fit bol-
sters. Will deliver. Leave a 
message at 581-3460 
_________ 9/21 
Great America Tickets for Sept. 
$10 each. Call Dave 581-5918. 
_________ 9/15 
Fender Jazz Bass with case. 
4250 or best offer. Call 581-
2494. Ask for Jordon. 
_________ 9/20 
For Sale 
Men's Mountain Bike w/lock, 4 
months young $260 o .b.o., 
great shape, must go. Call 
8009.' 
---------,-9120 
MAC LClll & Monitor, $1,800 
New in box, Asking $1 OOO 
o.b.o. Patrick 348-1974. 
_________ 9/19 
1986 Honda Elite 150 Scooter. 
Looks and runs perfect. Call 
345-4799. 
_________ 9/25 
Memorex four head VCR with 
VCR plus (Auto programming). 
$100. 345-7282. 
_________ 9/19 
Fancy Amana microwave $50 
motorcycle helmets $10 Atari 
$30 345-3496 
_ ________ 9/15 
Excellent television $90 good 
mower $25 electric weedeater 
$10 345-3496 
_________ 9/15 
Lost & Found 
Coin purse was found in Booth 
library. Call 6061 to identify. 
_________ 9/18 
Announcements 
HORSEBACK RIDING AT 
RILEY CREEK STABLES. 5 
min from campus. 348-1424. 
. 9/15 
FAST FUNDRAISER - RAISE 
$500 IN 5 DAYS - GREEKS, 
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED 
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY -
~O FINANCIAL OBLIGATION. 
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33 
_________ 9/28 
Thru Sat 15 - 10 tans regular 
bed $30, 10 tans Super bed 
$45, We now have bottled 
water & juices. JAMAICAN 
TAN, 410 7th St., 348-0018. 
___ .;.._ ____ _c9/15 
Horse boarding only 1 1/2 miles 
SW from campus. Riding 
lessons with indoor arena. 345-
6453 or 348-8774 
I; • .--'. --'"12/11 
' YOU NEED Mollte'lf.'""Atrn EIU 
Greeks, Clubs, orgn's. NEW 
Fundraiser oppt'y. Big $. Easy. 
No $ Down. Leave message. 
Tom 348-0118. 
_________ 9./19 
FREE, FREE, FREE. LAST 
CHANCE TO WIN THE YAMA-
HA SCOOTER FROM RED 
DOG AT GATEWAY FROM 
5PM-8PM TONIGHT. 
_________ 9/15 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C WILL-12 LIF-40 
6:00 News News News SportsCenter Wings Love Connection MacNeil, Lehrer Commish 
6:30 NBC News Inside Edition Wheel of Fortune Auto Racing Wings Jeffersons 
7:00 a : aw ercu es Washington Week Barbara Walters 
7:30 at Cardinals Wall St Week Interviews 
8:00 Pickett Fences Step by Step Xena: Warrior 
... Can We Do Movie: ... Texas 
8:30 Maybe This Time Princess About Violence? Cheerleader-
9:00 Picket Fences 20/20 Baseball Tonight News Murdering Mom 
9:30 
Announcements 
EAST SIDE PACKAGE WEEK-
END SPECIALS. ICE COLD 
LITTLE KINGS CASE $7.99. 
ICEHOUSE 12-CN $6.39. 
MILLER 12-CN $4.99. SEA-
GRAMS WINE COOLERS 4-
PK $2.99. GIONELLI FLA-
VORED SCHNAPPS 750 ML 
$3.99. RON MATSULEM RUM 
750 ML 5 .99. KEGS IN 
STOCK. USE OUR DRIVE-UP 
FOR FAST FRIENDLY SER-
VICE. RT. 130 AT JACKSON 
AVENUE. 345-5722 
_________ 9/15 
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY will host wo 
944 1 st St. Meet at Newman Center at 8 a. 
STUDENT SENATE WILL have student 
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday in the Union. 
voice their questions, comments and co 
at the tables. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have an exec . 
p.m. in the Sullivan room. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA wil~ 'have induction 
6aklancf room. •. ,, -! _:,..; ~ ' 
MUSLIM""STUDENTS' AsS()C. will hav9-
in the Afro-American Center. We willilol 
Faculty and students are requested to join 
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE WOULD like 
gard the interview date that was posted in Iha 
Homecoming interviews will not be held this 
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will have a 
the South Quad today. Come enjoy fun 
steps how. 
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY will have 
p.m. in Morton Park on Lincoln Ave. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have a U 
Friday in the Union Ballroom. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION LIGHTHOUSE is 
ing, meeting friends, etc. There's no co 
restriction if you're a student at EIU or Lake 
from 9-1 a.m. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION WILL have 1ft su 
student. At the end of the semester, the 
hungry. Please come by the Foundation 
name in by Friday - 348-8191. Eat at 5 p.m. 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA is having Masculine 
Contact Ms. Melanie Hood at 581-5392 for 
FAMILY FUN FESTIVAL friend for a day in 
willing to drive, be outside Coleman Hall 
Saturday. All those meeting here should o 
ride to and from Lake Land . 
ICAPPA'AlPH'A PSf will-have a: party _tonite 
BSU's Union party at the Kappa House 163t 
at the Nupe's first afterset. 
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will have an i 
today in Grand Ballroom of the union. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have a pledge 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of 
any non-profit campus organjzatjonal event. All Cl 
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE 
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for 
mitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. 
Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips su 
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by 
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT 
edited for available space. 
Fox-8 55 DSC-33 
Roseanne Beyond2000 
Simpsons Next Step 
Strange Luck Ship Wrecks 
Pirates 
X-files Spirit of Survival 
Fields of Armor 
Star Trek: The Hunters 
Next Generation 
10:00 Wheel of Fortune News News Sports Center Duckman Night Court Being Served? Designing Women America's Most... Shipwrecks 
10:30 Cops David L (10:35) Nightline(10:35) Movie Simon & Simon Movie: Help! Designing Women Cops Pirates 
SATURDAY 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 
6:00 News News News College Football: Movie: Outlaw Baseball: Mariners Lawrence Welk Movie Star Trek Voyager 
6:30 NBC News lnfomercial Wheel of Fortune Michigan at Josey Wales at White Sox con't 
7:00 Boston College 
7:3 
8:00 Miss America Movie: Encino Which Way But Movie: The Secret 
8:30- Pa Man Coll Football: Loose Garden 
9:00 Walker, Texas San Diego State Baseball 9:30 Ra r at Bri ham Youn 
10:00 News News Movie: Saturday 
10:30 From the Crypt H. Patrol Night Fever Movie 
SUNDAY 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9,51 
6:00 News 60 Minutes Funniest Videos NFL Primetime Weird Science Pinky/Brain Ghostwriter Movie Con'! 
6:30 Hoosier Millionaire Funniest Videos Major Dad Sister, Sister 
7:00 y1 OIS ovie: 1ss 
7:30 Almost Perfect of a Killer 
8:00 Mad About You Movie: The Client Movie: The Stranger Masterpiece 
8:30 · - ·-- Beside Me The at er 
. 9:00 ie: oya, 
9:30 Part I 
10:00 Siskel & Ebert Highlander ... Appearances Barbara Walters Kung Fu: The Wild Sanctuaries 
10:30 Mystery! Interviews Legend Continues Himalayas 
. ' ... . ·, .. ,~ ... ...._ . , . 
Friday, September 15, 1995 
classified advertisin 78 
""""""'==-==-=--...,...9/15 
I FREE. LAST 
WIN THE YAMA-
R FROM RED 
'JEWAY FROM 
IGHT. 
9/15 
,-::ri=o::-::N-:::S:--:T=o=-THE 
LEDGE CLASS 
CHI! I AM SO 
GET TO KNOW . 
I CAN'T WAIT 
ALL TONIGHT! 
..,..,...--,---:--::::-::9115 
, You look BEAU-
A PHI letters! 
Weekend! Love, 
- 9/15 
=TH:-:-:E=-=R-=E=-D-::D 0 G 
'JEWAY FROM 
IGHT. 
pride in your 
are seeking 
yerwho 
tes their 
. We have 
for you! 
reat Benefits 
staff only), 
artnme, 
eduling, All 
ancements 
·'ons avail-
. Director; .. 
Aides, 
n Aides, 
rapy Aide, 
mers, 
hwasher, 
are a stu-
essional, 
just a solid 
king for a 
'n our orga-
today. 
Services Offered 
KRISTA HAPPY BIRTHDAY ... 
BUT YOU AR STILL TOO 
YOUNG TO HAVE FUN! LOVE 
SPANKY & GREGG 
________ .9/15 
Doc- How was the video? 
Educational, Rewarding, 
Interesting. Just wanted to 
know. Bean and Marty 
________ 9/15 
SPECIALS AT GATEWAY. RED 
DOG CASES RETURNABLES 
$8.99 PLUS DEPOSIT. UTE, 
DRAFT, DRAFT LIGHT, UTE 
ICE 12-PK BOTTLES $6.49. 
BACARDI 750 ML $7.99 
________ 9/15 
Rummage sale. 9-? Furniture, 
dishes, beer sign, much more. 
909 6th st. Friday only. 
________ 9/15 
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEK-
END SPECIALS. ICE COLD 
LITTLE KINGS CASE $7.99. 
ICEHOUSE 12-CN $6.39. 
MILLER 12-CN $4.99. SEA-
GRAMS WINE COOLERS 4-
PK $2.99 GIONELLI FLA-
VORED SCHAPPS 750 ML 
$3.99. RON MATSULEM 
RUM 750 ML $5.99. KEGS 
IN STOCK. USE OUR 
DRIVE-UP FOR FAST 
FRIENDLY SERVICE. RT. 
130 AT JACKSON-AVENUE. 
345-5722 
________ .9/15 
ACTIVITY 
DIRECTOR 
To work with DD 
adults. Qualified 
individuals will 
have BS in 
Art, Music, 
Dance, Physical 
_Education, .OL- ., 
other related field. 
Must be 
enthusiastic 
and energetic. 
Excellent 
salary/benefits 
including 
health/life 
insurance. 
Apply in Person. 
73818th St. 
Charleston, IL 
E.0.E. 
THE 10WORDS 
OR $1 DEAL! 
ews will run your 1 O word 
SALE ad for $1 * per day 
for $1 is available to any non-commercial indi-
to sell an item or items priced lower than 
of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All 
priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID. 
~-----Phone: _____ _ 
: (one word per line) 
____ Compositor __ _ 
"' ______ Amount due:$ ___ _ 
Services Offered Services Offered 
Calvin and Hobbes 
l-\o813ES! DOOT 
G\J~RD ~l'il'I! 
l'~ GO\~ TO 
GET \.l(R Win.I 
"ffi\S BAU.OCN .' 
1\.\E T\CQER 
15 Mi 
PRISO~ER! 
I G\JtS5 Ill 
JUS1 \.lt-..IJ'C. TO 
501\K 'iOJ 
BOT11 Ulm! 
HA H~ \.lA.! 
~.O-L'IJI~, 
I TOO C\.\t.t> 
'tC>J w ll\\ 11\t 
BAB'I Sllil:R 
FLAG . _/""..____,.., 
l-\Cl813ES ! DOO 'r 
GUii.RO Rosl'..L'iN! 
l't-\ GOING TO 
(;E.1 \.IE.R Win.I 
1\.\15 BAU.OCN .' 
mt: T~GE.R 
ISM'{ 
PR\So~E.R! 
~.o.L'lll'-l, 
I TOOrnt.o 
'tCAJ w 11\\ * 
BAB'i SllTER 
FlA(i; . _,_..____...., 
Doonesbury Flashbacks 
ACROSS 
1 Vessel for 
Pasteur 
•Accord 
10Goofball 
14 - Picchu (site 
of lncan ruins) 
1S Tijuana eight 
11 Race track 
17 Illustrator's goof 
11 Neeson of film 
11 Coburg canine 
20 Financial 
connivances 
23 It gives you a 
charge: Abbr. 
24 Hat tipper's 
word 
21Eggs-
sulsse 
II Odyssey 
30RedCross 
procedure 
34 Getting close 
38 Think tank 
nugget 
HBurdened 
311966 Naguib 
Mahfouz novella 
42 Perfect copy 
43 Lamb sandwich, 
in Greek 
cookery 
44Loam 
46 "Black Beauty" 
author 
47 Top-flight 
48 Clinic heads, for 
short 
IO Reaction to a 
pinch 
12Awalt 
541994 Tobias 
Wolff memoir 
80 Dreyfus ally, 
1898 
11 Second of a 
Latin trio 
82 Fifth element 
84 Name of two 
Danish kings 
es Pulitzer winner 
James 
81 Feudal lord 
87 "1 Presley hit 
II Minus 
•Rock'sVan 
Halen 
DOWN 
1 Some radios 
I Beacon 
3--deucey 
4 Brokerage unit 
I "On the Road" 
newsman 
I Narc's assistant 
7 It reddens litmus 
paper 
a Crevasse 
t Tabby's courter 
to Coffeehouse 
denizens 
tt Egg cell 
11 First name in 
westerns 
t3 Auto pioneer 
11 Type of badge 
22 Roaring Camp 
writer 
25 Radar system 
acronym 
Services Offered Services Offered 
by Bill Watterson 
\T Mtf\~'S 
'iCN t#il.IST 
~'11"£ 
,..'fll\.\o Sf\'(5 lr':i A. \.\f...\.F·\.\OOR 
Pf\51 'iCNll.. BH>TIME ~ow. 
LtTS Gc:i \~. 
Bf...~ 'S 11\tR. ....__ ___ .,.-. 
..... .... 
H ·chowder server 
27 Pointer 
29 Runner Kip 
Keino's 
homeland 
31 Accepted 
statement 
32lcy 
33Jamesian 
scholar Leon et 
al. 
35 Colliery access 
37 Stagnates 
40 Beau, slangily 
-~...__.-- 0 A.W.....i'N'f!W.' 
j l:W~N W-.\5'1 S \~ 
FLl\G . 
_f_ 
•• W\.\O 9-'(5 11<; A. \.IA\.f·\.\OOR 
l'f\51 'i()IJ\1.. 8£.DT\ME ~ow. 
Ltl'S Gc:i \~ . 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
41 Perfects 
48Relatingto 
young insects 
48Empower 
11 Satchel of 
baseball 
13 Servant of the 
future? 
54-Lacoste 
- 15 Ambivalent plea, ' 
for short 
H Blueprint 
57 Works inspired 
by Erato 
58 Equine on the 
tube 
59 Hindu ascetic 
63 Name part 
~ • • 
Official 
notices 
-Official Notices are paid for by 
the Office of University Publications. 
Questions concerning Notices 
should be directed to the originator. 
FALL REFUND DEADLINE 
/ 
The deadline for WITHDRAWING FROM 
THE UNIVERSITY and receiving a 50% 
refund (50% of all fees and tuition paid 
except insurance) is MONDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 18. Be sure to call in on 
the Touch-tone System at least 15 min-
utes before closing time. - Michael D. 
Taylor, Director of Registration 
saturday St>ecial 
5 super sandwiches 
. 99~ . 
each . 
~~·· 
GOES A t.ONG WA,Y. [Q) 
Daily: 7:00, 9:00 
Sat.&Sun. Mat. 2:00 
/ 
/tetanus, measles, mumps, and rebella. 
A $25 late compliance fee will be 
assessed to students who fail to provide 
proof of immunity or begin .to receive the 
necessary series of immunizations by 
October 9, 1995. Students found in non-
compliance will have a hold placed on 
their records until compliance is met. -
Lynette Drake, Director, University Health 
Service 
. -~.::: 
are planning to enroll in upper division 
courses in the College of Business for 
Spring 1996. - James K. Johnson, Dean, 
College of Arts and Humanities 
SPRING REGISTRATION 
If you are currently attending EIU and 
expect to register for Spring Semester, 
· make an appointment to see your advis-
er as soon as possible. ACADEMIC 
ADVISEMENT IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE 
Applications are now being accepted for 
the Carol Specht Memorial Scholarship. 
To qualify, you must be an undergraduate 
woman, currently enrolled at EIU in 
counseling, teaching, social work, or 
related disciplines, and a single parent 
with a child or children living in your 
home. Application forms are available in 
the Affirmative Action Office, 108 Old 
Main, or by calling 581-5020. Deadline 
for completed application is September 
22, 1995. - Cynthia Nichols, Director of 
Affirmative Action and Cultural Diversity 
ARTS AND HUMANmES MAJORS UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS. PAY 
Arts and Humanities majors planning to THE $100 ADVANCE DEPOSIT at the 
IMMUNIZATION RECORDS 
Illinois law, Public Act 85-1315, requires 
all persons entering a four-year public or 
private institution of higher education to 
provide proof of immunization before reg-
istering for second semester. Proof of 
immunity is required for diphtheria-
enrol! in upper division courses in t~he cashier window at Old Main (PAYABLE 
Lumpkin College of Business .for Sprin BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 18). Submit 
1996 must apply for a position on the ri- your advance deposit with an advance 
ority list by completing an application deposit coupon (available from the 
form in Room FAM 219, Doudna Fine cashier OR the schedule bulletin). An 
Arts Center, no later than Wednesday, EIU employee who plans to register for 
September 27, 1995. Arts and Humani- Spring must contact the Registration 
ties majors with minors in Business Office to have the advance deposit 
Administration must also do this if they waived; a student who plans to use co-
"?"'"'" Saturday 
HUSHTOWER 
W"/C-CLAMP 
& .DIAN<>G:AA 
$300 ADMISSION 
10:00 Doors Open 
10:30 SQ.OVIT Starts 
$100 Drafts 
Lei.De. LoW"e:n. Dk 
509 Van Buren 345-2380 
TONIGHT 
AT 
PANTHERS 
MUST BE 18 TO 
ENTER 
NO ALCOHOL 
r••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TERRfSBARBERSHOP 
Flat Tops, 
Military Styles, 
Clipper Cuts, 
Hair Re~lacement 
MllUS Products 
Call for an appointment with Terry or Don 
Corner of Sth ancl l\llacllson 
:54 .. ~2~ . .. ~------------------------------------~ 
ALIVE IN 195! 
COME EXPERIENCE IT! 
First Christian Church 
4th · ar-:a: Jack8oil:ciiar1eston 
Services 8:30 and 11 :00 Sunday 
Reptiles • Birds • Small Animals 
Salt & Freshwater Fish • Dog &. Cat Supplies 
Hours: 
M-F 10:00 - 8:00 
Sat. 10:00 - 6:00 
Sun. 12:00 - 5:00 
1500 Madison Ave. Charleston, II• Ph. 348-1018 
AND MORE! 
609 Sixth St. 
345-2617 
234-4151 
More Than Just Costumes! 
•Gag Gifts & Novelties 
•Lifesize Character Standups 
•Magic & Juggling Supplies 
•Face Painting 
•Make-up & Wigs 
•Adult Games & Toys 
Tues - Fri.: 10-6 
Sat.: 10-3 
HAY LOOK WHO'S 21 
Happy Birthday Toni. 
Your sisters love yal 
Kim, Danielle, Brenda 
Ter~·s Cl p & 
Terry L. Roy- Class "A" Clu 
Member of the Professional Clubmake 
g3 •CUSTOM BUILT GOLF CLUBS 
·;:s : 
~i 
·- . 
•FlJLLSERVICEREPAIRCENTER 
•INDOOR DRIVING RANGE ~.a ~ •COMPLETE FlffiNG CENTER 
Bfh & Madison • tharlesto11, 11 61920 •217 
Attentio 
Taylorville Area Stude 
A piece of home has just arrived in Ma 
Visit Lyle's Fanilly Barbers 
See your old friend Justin Hill. 
1913 Western Ave. 
Mattoon 234-7112 
NEW AND USED: 
" ·co's 4~0. ea 
cassettes 150 eac 
Pawn Brokers 
4th and Madison 
325 E. Madison 
IF YOU ARE IN PAIN 
WE CAN HELP. 
•Neck & Arm Pain 
· •Low Back & Leg Pain 
•Sports Injuries 
•Auto Accidents 
•Spinal Curvature 
•Headaches 
